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1 kThelyear 198 1 marks the 120th bir th anniversary of Rabmdrana th Tagore and the centenary 0 
IS Pay Va/mik1 Pra t1bha wh1ch was f1rst produced at Jorasanko on February 25 1881 To commemorate the . · · 

f occa~•on we are publishmg here excerpts rela1•ng to Valm1ki Prat1bha from the 
~rs t of the Tagore Lec tures w h1ch was delivered by P. L. Deshpande. at Pune. under the ausp1ces 

of the Un•vers,ty of Pune. on February 28. 1980. 

-Editor] 
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;~un~ ~)~-" \31Tm ~F-i '31Tfi:J ~expression~ "-m cncft, m qm; 

expression~). ~~ 'fmi ~~~'1 ~lcf. ~nRt ~M Cf\00 ~oW. 
i31BT ~~ B\03 f{fcn o~f~IR~ ai~ ~TCB A~C1). qur ~cril expression 

~' i3l~O<ffli1 Cfi\urrt ~ o~~v;r ~ BIZ~ ~)cf ~ ql~ll!Z?I 
~~l;ln\ c~r ' ~ni Q<JB~ '~r ~ ~)<.:; CfiT ~cf a cnoocf. ~-

" ~ ~~ '31T~!iT O!iRh~~~l.q ~TQ,'l expression T.f ~C1 alf{C11C1. qlJJ 

eft· mill' a \3TICfif~' wnm' en~, qjuft @Qff (!if ~ ~mm~ ~ 
BC'In ~Tlilur =em.~~ '31T'1~ CiiG" ~ ~n~J\ i;llfla ffi ~ ~
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"\ . . "\ . .. 
'31Wf. ~~r~e11~ !103Tcw<lr iSft~r:cft CiT?; ~u~ ?Jlmct;r-t:i cnilooRr 
·cnilroqur '31Tiill ~J;sn:;;f ~er;srquJ ffi~ ~)n alB~. c~r ~r=cr ~In 
mill, i?.1TCfir~, 'Tiuft, ~q;m ~ictt1 ~~"A~0 ~q\Btrf'hil~ ~ ~ ~~ 
R\ a: .s~~ d1f{C11C1 \:}jrfUJ ;~c?J C1\ :!· c.'5~~ '31f{C11C1. '31rfUJ ~r{T.f 
~ciT~'lT~-iMT '1Tccn R?~ui aiTIUJ ~C1( ~uft<:ID '1TCCfi mmo1 ~
~ ~tn ~(~ ITSC1T. cnr~ur ~ R?~~r~r ~05 ~q)~ffiT.f ~\en 
~~~T ~). ~TilTll~ 5l\UTT RUrli1T.J '31~. (!if~~ ;w;cn ~~~ 
~:::rn:v.:Jr ~+H~IUT :F?cf. 

'31Tq~ f.fm~ \:}!~ fcfierr a1rqc;~r~r \ifiUJCi~~ '1Te<n~r a1T:::r~Cfi. 
'3lB [[, '1Wl~I~T.J Wfic ~r~ qr~ '31H c~t'1r ~~r ~~r en~ 
~~T ~~ ~~ c~ ~i_cft~T ~Rr \ifB 'l~q ~cr\t ;rrre 00 
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~~ ~ffi:il1~..x:{1 ~UJ~ufi<l "+lRCfr~ iE}!f!Ui ~)t:ftl{ BT~q, 
fti·Hff, Ci~~:cm, c.:3T~~\ e11!UT \if~~<l c.:3~ ~1 l{RfT 91GT 

~:q. q171 r:l~ ~@ iE}!~ ~~~~ i31TGoo<l on@. ~)\ Bl~~~~r 
~~~ mT ~ ~Jfi~T -~~ctc-~T r:l~T ~BJ"llFl{ ~:r~-=i:n~'t 
~~T BT~HCf\1\ ~). c~Rr \ifBT Cf)Tk?GJ~ ~T1"fc.:3T ctBT fcficfr 
dBChi••i'r "+lfrrc.?T ~~ ~ +reT ~Cfil iE}!f~. \;:ft~~ eilfiil ~rr~ 
;:na <1\ m~UJ \~+1~ CflGl~ ~B e1~. Sf\~'«11 ~F~$1\ 
~~ q(~ ~TC11 ctB1 ~T +lTUJBl~T ~~ qj\~ ~T. ~c~Cf\ 
~~1 C1PH~1 ~oocfit:qr fcfi~:n ~~~T A\~UJT . 3~1~~1 
~~;n \iflUfWH cttri r:lRT \ifllJfffi i31~MT ~un c:qMr BI~TCf 
Bctct ~~~ ~lct. i31TQ~T BT~Tct ~05 ~~T >lWTRr't ~~ 
Cf\Ul{C?1 ~ i31BT ~T ~ (l{Fft ~~ Cilq~C?T ~1@. +11~, 
~ ~lfUI @ F-mc: f.t~TC?r ~''ff \1~ ~~me~- ~1 RF@ 
generators;r~~ fr!+lfUJ ~C?T ~ ~1~ ~~T ;:qffi;;!~t"Q~ ef®<l 

~)m ;mftiJ cl{Trt~ c~Rt B~ ~ct~ ent4 ~~<1 e[f7f. ;:~~ \Cft~T 
WftctrwnU'r ~~~ t=flc4<=q~cte?r ~'Eiir~r enqUJ 1:1:1~1ct ~~ qr~. 
co~Rffi ~r ~1~ ~~ e1~~f~ ~R?i ~rcen ~tct a~ ;ncen +l<.?J 

f€?~1 a:!T~ ~ i31~ ~Fft ~~ ~BT;l. 

~~ ~~·~qUJr=qr ~~ i31~Tct ~r~ft~ ~~l{T ~ ;:rrcfi ~~ 
~eft ~BT m:;J enu~:q1 on@. 

t=flc~T~T m~~ ~Tc.:3Tl{~ ~r~ ct\ ~l'iX1T ~R~T ert;ff ~
t=fT~Fft $t~fil\:!1\~T ~~~~ ~TCCf\T:r:t $Tl&fC'f +lp;rr;=C'f~ ~~ f.[fcf. 

~:m:q~ fcr~R111T\RT ~ +rn"RH: ~r ~1<.?-~@Cf\R ~Ci~ ~);:of. ~UJ 
~)qr-<l{J:q ·~., ~r Cf\to!l efiCCf,'iX1T ~ ~~\ii'IC'f~ m-<:q1qCf\ e[)~ ~ 
c:qr m:frft f.[\if~ t[)~. ~Mt ~~ ~cftc.:3t ~rct~r ~Fcfiujf-=~r ~~~t=tft 
"+ll!Sfl i311fUr ~~ ~~T Btfnctc.:3T ~TctT. cl{Hl+H~ ~~ efi~t={ a 
~6~ ctl{J< ~<?; m;::t. 611\if ~1~=ct ~~('f ~q(.?G:Ci t=fr@ qUJ. 

\cft~i{~~ qft-crlrct ~J ~~1 :STFcfiUJl'CTT ~~ +ll=;f ~T~C?T 1311~. 

q'i(?Cf\\li~T ~\ii'Rfl t=f1~~ i31T!UI ~')~:;;ft 
~ !WfiUJ $n(.?RR8f ~~ ~IC'f ~ frr+lfUJ ~C?T ~Tctr. 
~~Rft ~~~en ~~+ft @ ~fl~ ~tr~:;;ft ~,qc(.t t=fiji<.? ~)eft. 
~rct@ (i):q ~Cf\H t[)nr. ~ +ll=;f ~ cfiT $rl&r c.:3TcWr~, ~'~ 
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~ ~)ill. 'lUT ill c:r0t ~HTC1~T ~cft;q mctt~Ho't ~)ill. OJ~ 
'lRClT\ <'!Bf ~ ;:JfoT i?:fcH. ~<'! : \-=ft;:~c:n~-1 ~ "Cij~r;;f elqc;q Q:Jcf ~ 
~rq4\l ~onoofc:n rirft<fi elB~. c;qr~ c;qr@ c:n~tc:n ~?JCfi'TUT 
3Wr i?:f<'IT. 

' ClT~;:Jcfir :;rf~~T ' ~T?;CfiT~\ fcli?:Tfu9~ =cf~Clffi:c;qr ' ;nT\~ if<K? ' 

cn~r=crr ~~ >P:rrc:r i?:f<'~r. -mfill Bll'tR \'q~ ;sq)~u~t:qr Clrc;r 

i?:ffiT. a fit:!ilrff <'!~H~ Cl~. cllT ~\T<'! ~ ~~~ rft~ 
enfu. c:rrfc;rJcfir >rmitR~ cor@ moit \lll~tl M~rCf\::q't, en® 

;sq~r~MT \:q~~r ~UCl\ <'!\ cnr@ =qiji felc.?r<rcft ~fer~~ ~ 
i?:fffi. :sr~llr c)ClilcH llruft ~~m iJo-s :c;qr =err~~ ell~<'~. ' ~~ 
~\;f ' c:n~r=crr rr1Rf:qr ~<r. BRBi B~i?: >!ffi;;: ~nm ~ffir. el~ 

"' ~~eft<'! \cfl;:~tc:ft ~~<_;5;q- " c;q[('{ ~ cflt1r=ct m i?:fcf. c;qr 

eft~ ~ lil~T CfiTrfl<'l Cff\j'f('{ i?:f~. " ClT~rJcfit >r~, 

~Toft cf!UTT':floft 

efi~UTTlifr.f -
<a"F~~ _,:!iii ~~ 
i3F~Cfil~ tt~) 
~~ ~~ ~Cfil~ Cfif~T ~eft 031T~ I 

el"W ~on Clrf~~t-q't ~c.?TfitCfiT ell~. m ~T ell;qft~ ~c.?~'t:c;qr ~ 
~=q~ i?:fffi. ~T rft<'l -~rc:qr~~'C.? \cft"~rfT~f.:fi 'liT\ lllrl~~'1UTT~ R'?~~ 
e11~. ~ ~UJffiR, " ~~~rJcfir >rfci~r i?:T c:ry:qr;q:qr Cfiletil:t~ _,r@. @ 

Wftffi~ ~Cfi rfcfl CfiB~'t '?r1T~. elPlt;;ql:sf~~ ~ Cfil_,l~ ~Cfi~ ;;r@ C1\ 

c;qr:qr ~~~ ~ B"~~ ~r@. ~~~t:ft;q ~yq·C'f ;sqrm ' ~ilu ' ~UTC'fffi 
c;qm Cfl~ricfit >rm~r :sr~m _,r@. ~~ _,rc~ftq;qy=cn ~:gR:~r ~~~~~ 

elPlrf:!i cnu;q=qr :m~. ~Clcr?i B'lffir:ir m~4 ~1<1 w:nr~ ~~r 
·J%cnloit i31T~. " 

"' ~cfl;:~.,T~M ~ ~c=f.:{ ~cnc:qr=cf _,T?;Cfi l:t!tJTC'fT <:fUll\ _,r@. c;qj<'! 

;sq)ffiG:TGJ i211TluJ c;q~ fil'5l \31a:f;q[orJT\ =cfrl:TD ;qf=qr@ ~~<'!~H ~~ll~T 
1311~. <'!~~'C.? Cl;qf:c<:iT ~fuftB- fe!BTO!IT ClqT R?~~?lT ~T rr't<'!_,lc:qf<'! 
~:!iT CfiTCliTC'lc;!IT f.fgc.? _,T~Frf4ffi=cft ~ijf Blt:FS<'!TC1. ~yq c@-:q 

'l:t<:rR:Ir Cll:Tl~ o!IT~Cli ~)3i., \311Jur c;qr~~F~\=cf B<'~l't_, \j'ff\J,~ ~~BT 
:(l[q -'@ifCfi ~)~t; >TCfi?;BT. @ ~(;<lT \TrJT;qtJTJ:c;ql=q _,;;~ <'!\ B~Rf 
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~lRf!rcftlltrr~ t<,en <:~ B~Cf \ill~. 61~r=cr1 ~ccnccH .,~ cR 

eft Afflcft t<,:fi :qtrr~t~ enTUmD ~~ ~. ~Tffi~:q ill 
61Tq81t~r BTfTrCi~IWlri1r \iftCf'1TCi~T '11'1T ~R~llr ~c;.,t:qr ~~n 
~(CfiC~~ ~~cr ~~~ <:Cfi~C1P-*cr1 ~1 @' 61~lfcficfi ;Q:uncft 61-m:q 

itcft. 'lftcr01TCf~ ~~Cf ~q~Tq1~., i31Rm \T~, qtq~~ 0TG:&x,C"ll r 
i31'\'q\~RT~T ~f'1T C1 ~l"1CIT ~at!J:cfi cllRIT BTC1<1T e:n~~41\ 
=crre~ ~TC~1. ~~r@ ~llffii::fi fcrnr BTlll~Cfi o:qcrn:t~::n~ ~r.:n 
~fcnM ~r:q trn .,~;:t. \ift~.,T~ ~~r \ifTUJaqun~ qffilTl~Rn?ft 
llClTCf~ cnB~ enT\il001 trOi ., ~r ~ ~ni 61T!Ul ~+leo en~ u@~ llt=t:it 

~IU C<:flcft ~FT~. ~~ 61~T ~~ ~~ R'llfUJ Cfi\nT ~B 
ffi'~ ~~ i31TfuT ~~ \31m'l<:rrr F'tllfUJ ~rll~r ~~n ~~~oo1 61ffi'l{Trr @ 
~T~r R+~fclif=q1 ~mc::nr Brffi:~ ~+~Tui en\UJPlrer@ ellrcft ~ma
@ ~1 ~:ar ~lo:in<:~lir clit~lir F'trnmq__., BC~n >rtlilll~T tra. climc;qr 

Cll~fltffi~T ~rsrcfu:r ' C£T~+tcffi >lfci+=IT ' @ irll~1 ~UJJcft ~Tire. 

' CfTFllcffi ma+n ' "lTC<fiiCR i31TQ@ ~ rr)'l Bftflll'T.ff w:lcCf 

~r. c'.:{T=crf Cll~~ ~~P3 Cfi0T ~~ Bosi·~ 01~1 CIU c~ 
BT+Il~~ \i~tr 611~. z ~ ~ z ~UJ~ ~ ~Ci::fit'{~ 3W-!C'llT ~m~ 
Bllllm 'lftR:qR1 :s'troJ.:tt~ i31TUJT. wW Bllll~Cfi fcr=crR-61f=ql\ ~f.;T 
~., i31TCfco~~ ~)~. <iirrJC'lim cH fu:t ~~m@ ll)rrr ~)Rr. aT~oo'.:IT, 
C1Cf0l:ll C!6fi ~~"r=t:it <!-tl ~~~'1 ~. ~"0l01 ~TmUJTR R\ ~ ~ ~mul 
q?HB 'l?ITB ~m\ ~~ ~R:'q ~~~J<1=crT. ~ ~tfl\Cfi lll~ \ifTCi cllfr.fi 

BTU ~~UJr ~~ '31RH<:t:q1 Cf<:~:cr1 '1€fi~ en\UliTCf=q ~)eft. ~eft 
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Rabindranath's Theatre 

P. L. Deshpande 

Abstract 
. . ~P.eaking of his . own vocation as a 'poet'. Rabindranath remarked. "I am a poet. I merely give 
expression : But the S1gn1f1cance of th1s phrase can only be grasped if one bears in mind how rich the 
personality IS wh1ch gives 'expression'. Trees. too, 'express' their selves in flowers. But can one forget the 
earth. sky, light, water through wh ich trees and plants ceaselessly draw nourishment and the exacting toil 
which gives birth to roses or lotuses? The beauty, flavour, colour and fragrance of a flower perhaps conceal 
?r mayb.e embody the soil. sky, water and light which sustained it. This explains why Rabindranath's 
creatmg a play. was so different from anyone else's writing drama. The original impulse that went into its 
mak1ng was d1fferent and the play flowered at its own pace. in the wake of its own laws. 

Whenever Rabindranath felt that a particular experience or contradiction so essential to drama 
needed to be expressed, he moulded that experience into a dramatic form of his choosing. 

. . Rabindranath's personality was, without doubt, shaped by Indian and European literature. music. 
religious thought. human contact and his own inborn intelligence. But he was never a mere imitator. 
Sens1t1ve to the slightest change in the breeze wafted by the seasons, as aware of the warmth of light as 
a plant m the open. he never used Nature as a backdrop to unfold a situation. The spirit that animates Man. 
Nature and the Universe coursed through him and so his plays, like his music. had an originality of their own. 
Perhaps that explains his _remark about not being able to 'write' a play. 

At the age of twelve. Rabindranath translated Macbeth into Bengali. lshwarachandra Vidyasagar 
and Rajkrishna Mukhopadhyaya listened to the boy-playwright read it out to them. Mukhopadhyaya even 
suggested some alterations in the metre of the witches' dialogue. The manuscript of the complete play 
cannot be traced but this scene of the w itches ( with the alterations) is available in print. 

A century ago the theatre of Calcutta was split into two strands- the dramatic art. of the 
bhadra_ samaj and that of the palli (rural) samaj. While the professional stage (as in Maharashtra) 1m1tated 
the Bnt1sh theatre, the folk drama of Bengal was performed during feasts. festivals and ;atra-s and cont1nued 
to reta1n 1ts hold on the audiences. These folk plays did not have to depend on curta1ns. sets or lighting but 
on the ab11ity to communicate with the audience through the words of the poet-dramat1st effectively enacted 
on the stage. The plots were- based on episodes from the epics. purana-s, and folk narratives. The art1stes 
of the Panchali or the Jatra tradition could carry their listeners from palace to forest or through rain, light 
or darkness on the strength of words. reinforced by music and acting ; their voices could conJure a royal 
entourage embarking on a voyage and caught in a storm .. . 

. To the alien ru lers th is powerful folk drama appeared 'crude' and 'uncouth'. The Bengal i 
middle-class, educated in Brit ish ways, created in the name of 'realism' a polished but lifeless dramat1c form. 
Techniques borrowed from the British were rated as art. Lighting skills and verbal pyrotechniCS dazzled the 
aud1ences and such 'craft ' attracted business interests . The professional drama company took over. reduc1ng 
the relationsh ip of the artiste and the spectator to a trader-customer equation . .. Rabindranath , by never 
wntmg for a company, freed himself of all commerc ial t ies and their mundane rat1onale. He created the 
characters that he discovered in his heart : what they said of their joys or sorrows, the1r conflicts and 
doubts, the way they sang and danced was put to paper and enacted on the stage. 

. Herbert Spencer's The Origin and Function of Music had a strong impact on the. young 
Rabmdranath . He began to feel that emotions could f ind expression in song and be shaped mto dramat1c form . 
Thus was born Valmiki Pratibha, the musical play written by Rabindranath in 1 BB 1. when he was barely 
twenty. There is a background to his choice of th is particular episode from the Ramayana as the theme 
of his first attempt at drama. 

The Tagore family mansion Jorasanko was the venue of 'Vidvajjan Samagam Sabha'. a gathering 
of scholars. artistes and writers. Among these was Rabindranath's elder brother.Jvotindranath, an accompl i~hed 
mus1c1an and scholar, who deeply influenced the poet's intellectual and art1st1c development. It was dec1ded 
to stage a play. Earl ier. Bihari lal Chakravarty's long narrative poem. Sharada Mangal (based on the trans
formation of the tribal Ratnakar into the poet Valmiki ) had won unprecedented acclaim. 

Rabindranath chose the same theme and the play was staged on February 25. 1881 at 
Jorasanko. The role of Valmiki was played by the poet and of Saraswati by 15-year old Pratibha. the 
daughter of Rabindranath's brother Hemendranath. Among the dist inguished invitees was Bengal's leading 
novelist Bankimchandra Chatterj i. This was Rabindranath 's first appearance on the publ ic stage. 
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The music for the play was based on classical raga-s. on some of Jyotindranath's compositions. 
As a boy Rabindranath had come across an illustrated edition of Moore's Irish Melodies. which had a p1cture 
of a veena. One of the songs in the play ( Vani veenapam). the lament of a forest-goddess. and the chants 
of the robbers are set to these Irish tunes. 

Rabindranath did not conceive of Valmiki Pratibha as a play to be read. If one does not Iisten 
to the sounds while it is enacted. then its flavour is lost. It is not an opera in the European trad1t1on . 
The dramatic core is expressed through musical notes and there are hardly any occasions in it where the 
melody has an independent appeal. 

The play bears the influence of Jyotindranath and his friend Akshaya Kumar Chowdhary. Even 
so it contains the seed of Rabindranath's future development as a dramatist. The killing of the innocent b1rd, 
the anguish and anger that it arouses, leading to the curse which is uttered in the form of a shloka. 
reveal not merely the mystery of the poetic impulse informing the Ramayana but all creative work. Without 
intense experience. artistic creation can only rise to the level of ·superior craftsmanship. For Rabindranath. 
every experience was realised at a deeply passionate and personal level (without the shackles of social 
conventions and bias}. which led him to believe that the writer has to fulfil a role similar to that of the 
Creator. Valmiki Pratibha is the fountain-head of the subsequent works in which this faith finds expression. 

Valm1ki Pratibha should also be viewed in the context of the society of the times : the orthodox 
customs of some of its sections and the anxiety of other 'reforming' groups to ape the ways of the 
British rulers . Rabindranath married his son to a child widow for which his family had to face social 
ostracism . . . The emancipation of women is often restricted to issues of widow remarriage, dowry, better 
educational facilities. But it must also be remembered that this was a period when a girl had only to 

·appear on the stage or sing or dance before outsiders to be branded a delinquent. Young Pratibha playing 
a role in the play was a step towards freedom and the staging of Valm1ki Pratibha thus assumes a special 
social significance. 

Valmiki Pratibha was a bold innovation: the flow of the words and music blended in a unique 
fashion with due importance to the rhythm of the whole. Instead of following the set cycle of a tala, 
Rabindranath adopted Bengal's Kathakata tradition where the expression of the emotion inherent in words 
was not confined to a· rigid musical convention. Thus when he was barely twenty, Rabindranath had already 
begun to question notions of acting, playwriting. and decor borrowed from English norms and to evolve 
h1s own style. This makes him, in a sense, a pioneer of the experimental theatre in the country. 

The core of almost all of Rabindranath's plays is freedom . There are constraints. social. economic. 
religious, political-and even those imposed by Nature and Fate-which burden human lives. They provoke 
conflicts 1n . the hearts of men. Out of this struggle are forged the characters in Rabindranath's plays. 
Rathayatra IS a p1cture of the chariot of Hindu society prostrated by the caste system. Raktakarabi is a plea 
for the tnumph of people's power over 1ron barriers. Achalayatane sa tirizes institutions which equate 
parrot-like repetition with genuine education . Dakghar offers a glimpse into workings of a cruel Fate : the boy 
Amal , with his thirst for wandering free in the wide world. is chained to his sick bed . But Rabindranath's 
love of freedom does not denote a flight from reality. In fact. one can hardly imagine an artiste so 
Involved m the JOYS and sorrows of common people. Beauty is for him as meaningful as Truth and roudra. 
the awe-1nsp1nng element in Nature, necessary for the actual revelation of her beauty . 

. Rabindranath was acutely aware of the fears which oppressed institution-ridden societies and deprived 
men of the power to perceive beauty. Whenever such ugliness reared its head and warped human minds. 
he struck back ; he believed that it was the poet's vocation to forge minds capable of perceiving beauty, that 
is to forge 'man' himself. 

. A creation such as Valmiki Pratibha. born of a rare poetic impulse and welling up from the 
spnngs of folk art, may yet be regarded as 'obscure' by those accustomed to well-trodden and familiar 
paths. But Rab1ndranath refused to follow the beaten track and to 'model' plays on lines set by conventional 
norms. 

"I do not wish to die in this lovely mansion but to dwell within it with men." This thought finds 
echoes in the songs of his plays. In Valm1ki Pratibha. the gang of robbers decides to offer 'Saraswati' 
(Knowledge) in the form of a girl as a sacrifice to their goddess. Overcome by pity for her plight. 
Valmiki frees the girl. The poet can never win the blessi ngs of 'Saraswati', unless she is liberated .. . In the 
play the original shloka from the Ramayana is retained and after it is uttered, the dacoit. struck with awe. 
wonders how the words came unbidden. the flame flickered in the darkness ... 

One can imagine the impact of the original Bengali. with the brilliant young poet himself 
singing the words. 
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Tagore and Cinema 

Ajit Sheth 

[The year 1981 marks the 120th anniversary of the birth of Rabindranath 
Tagore. It is also the Golden Jubilee Year of the Indian talkie. In this article 
Ajit Sheth traces Tagore's links with the Indian Cinema and his contnbution to 
the more worthwhile in Indian film music. 

-Editor] 

A little more than fifty years ago, Rabindranath Tagore, expressing his 
views on the cinema, revealed an almost uncanny grasp of the possibilities of 
its developing into a serious art-form. In a letter dated November 26, 1929, and 
addressed to his nephew Saumyendranath, he writes, 

"The characteristics of an art-form are determined by the nature of its 
requisites. I believe that the expected emergence of cinema as an art-form 

·is yet to take place. As in politics, so in art, the aim is independence. The 
aim of art is to express itself freely in its self-created world; otherwise its 
dignity is lost, the manifestation marred. That cinema has so long been 
subservient to literature is due to the fact that no artist has been able 
to redeem it from this slavery by dint of his genius. It is difficult, because 
in the case of painting, literature, or for that matter in music, the material 
requisites are not so expensive. Production of a picture needs not only 
talent but also finance. 

'The principal element of a motion picture is the 'flux of image'. The 
beauty and grandeur of this form in motion has to be developed in such 
a way that it becomes self-sufficient without the use of words. If some 
other language is needed to explain its own, it amounts to incompetence. 

"If music can achieve profundity without words of the cadence of a 
melody, then why should not this 'motive form' be considered as a distinct 
aesthetic experience? 

"If it has not been so, it is partly due to lack of talent and partly due to 
a muddle-headed public who, not being able to experience intellectual 
pleasure, has become a victim to sensationalism." 

Tagore's immense contribution to the world of art and entertainment is 
generally recognised. We know him as one of the most original composers of 
music that India has known . His songs form a rich and inexhaustible repertoire 
for his people. He is regarded as an innovator in the technique of dance-drama, 
an experimenter who introduced a perfect harmony of song, dance and poetry. 
As a painter, he was one of the pioneers of the modern movement in the country . 
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The yo"ungest of the arts, the film , which is a synthesis of practically all 
forms of artistic expression,also bears the indelible influence of Rabmdranath. 
The earliest Indian film-makers, both in Bengal and Maharashtra, relied mainly on 
theatre, on mythological and religious subjects and for a long time the cinema 
was really a picture in motion of action on a stage. Around the same time the 
popular works of leading authors began to be filmed . In those days it was 
literature which gripped the imagination of the educated class of Bengal. The 
Bengali mind was shaped by the novels of Bankimchandra, Tagore and Saratchandra 
and the plays of Girishchandra and Dwijendralal Roy. Tagore was more than an 
influence. He pervaded the thinking of the Bengali in every walk of life. Naturally, 
Bengali cinema, too, was deeply influenced in its earlier stages by his literature 
and songs. Unlike Bankimchandra and Saratchandra, Tagore was not only a 
writer but also a poet and a musician . As a result, the early cinema could draw 
heavily on Tagore's novels and music. 

Ever since the silent era, several films have been made with Tagore's 
works as their base. 'Balidan,' a silent movie, based on one of his short stories, 
won nation-wide acclaim. After the advent of the talkie cinema, Tagore's dance
drama 'Natir Puja' and his humorous play 'Chirakumar Sabha' were produced 
in 1932 by New Theatres, featuring Bengal's noted stage and screen personalities 
like Shishirkumar Bhaduri and Premankur Athorthi. 'Gora' and 'Nauka Dubi', based 
on Tagore's novels and directed by Naresh Mitra, were among Bengal's earliest 
talkies. 

In a recorded interview for my radio programme for Vividh Bharati, Nitin 
Bose narrated an incident which took place way back in 1917. It reveals Tag ore 
as an ardent sympathiser of the film medium. Nitinbabu said : "In 1917, 
Prasanto Mahalanobis and Rathindranath Tag ore, the poet's son, took me to Bolpur. 
Rabmdranath was a close friend of my father. On that evening a dance recital on 
Tagore songs was organized on the terrace of Uttarayan, the house where 
Tagore was staying . Tagore asked me to film the programme. 1 filmed the recital 
patch by patch sequentially, and then processed the entire film in Prasanto 
Mahalanobis' laboratory at the Presidency College. When 1 projected the film 
before Gurudev, he complimented me and showed a great deal of interest in the 
techn1que of filming. Then he asked me to screen it again. 1 was · so thrilled 
and touched by his words of encouragement that when the second screening of 
the film ended late at night I presented the film to Gurudev and it is now 
Shantiniketan's property." 

Tagore went out of his way to help the young director Madhu Bose 
with the scenario and script of the silent version of 'Giribala', a film based on 
his story, and was present at the film 's premiere in Crown Cinema, Calcutta . 

Tagore went to New Theatres with his dance and music troupe when his 
dance-drama 'Natir Puja' was picturized. A sum of five thousand rupees, out of 
the proceeds of this film , was donated to Vishwa Bharati . While Tagore was in 
the New Theatres ' studio, his message on the occasion of his birthday was 
recorded with this film . This wonderful legacy was lost during the huge fire of 
1940 which destroyed many of New Theatres' film classics . 
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In 1932, Tagore composed and sang a special song for the inaugural 
ceremony of Rupabani, Calcutta 's famous cinema house. It opened with 'Bengal 
1983', the first talkie directed by the celebrated P. C. Barua . Aware of P. C. 
Barua's serious approach to film-making, Tagore gave him a letter of recommenda
tion which helped him to get an apprenticeship in the Fox Studio at Paris, 
where he studied cinematography under the famous French cameraman, Rogers . 

In 1935, Pankaj Mullick went to Rabindranath Tagore to seek permission 
to record his famous poem Diner Sheshe, set to music by Pankaj Mullick 
himself. It was for a picture to be directed by P. C. Barua under the New Theatres' 
banner. Tagore showed keen interest in the story and suggested the title 'Mukti ' 
for the film. He also recommended that two of his other songs be incorporated 
in the film and even changed certain words in his poem Diner Sheshe to improve 
its rendering into music. Thus, with the film 'Mukti ', Tagore songs were introduced 
into films for the first time and at his own suggestion . Diner Sheshe, Aaj Sabar 
Range and Ami Kan Pete Roi were the songs which Pankaj Mullick and Kanan 
Devi sang in this film. 

The Bengali films based on Tagore's novels and stories which were made 
in the 1930s and 1940s had a strong literary bias, and it was left to a later 
generation to make films with Tagore's stories as a base and with the accent on 
the visuals rather than on words. Without the use of too many words, Satyajit Ray 
superbly interpreted Tagore in 'Teen Kanya' and 'Charulata', so did Tapan Sinha in 
'Atithi'. 'Kabuliwalla' (produced by Asit Chaudhary and directed by Tapan Sinha) 
brought Tagore's humanism undistorted to the screen. 'Kshudhita Pashan' 
(produced by Hemen Ganguli and directed by Tapan Sinha) sought to project 
cinematically Tagore's blending of fantasy with realism . 

The popularity of Tagore stories with film-makers has continued unabated 
even after the birth centenary of the poet. In 1961, Satyajit Ray made an hour
long documentary on Tagore. Debaki Bose had earlier made 'Chirakumar Sabha', 
based on Tagore's well-known play. At the request of the Government of West 
Bengal he directed (in 1961) 'Arghya', based on four of Tagore's poems. Nitin 
Bose made 'Dristi Dan ' and later 'Joga Jog'. Ajay Kar directed 'Malayadan ' and 
Partha Pratim Chowdhury was prompted by two of Tagore's short stories to make 
'Shuva Ar Debtar Gras' . 'Sandhyarang', 'Khokababur Pratyabartan', 'Nishithe', 
'Shasti','Megh Roudra' and 'Strir Patra' are some of the other films which had as 
their base Tagore's stories. Of these 'Strir Patra', directed by Purnendu Patrea, 
is an outstanding work . It is now reported that Satyajit Ray's next film will be 
'Ghare Baire' based on Tagore's famous novel. 

The interest in Tagore's stories has not been confined to Bengal. The film 
industry in Bombay also drew inspiration from Tagore. Way back in 1945, Nitin 
Bose (under the banner of Bombay Talkies) made 'Milan' a Hindi version of the 
Bengali film 'Nauka Dubi' . Paul Zils made 'Zalzala' from Tagore's 'Ghare-Baire'. 
Hemen Gupta made 'Kabuliwalla' in Hindi . In recent years Rajashri Productions 
made a successful movie ('Uphaar') based on Tagore's short story 'Samapti'. 

As is clear from his letter to his nephew, Tag ore was not merely interested in 
cinema but aware of the latent strength of the medium. He realised that the 
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expenditure involved in making a film encouraged a certain amount of conservatism . 
A popular novel or play was sure to find general acceptance among the people. 
The Bengali directors of his time made worthwhile films based on his stories but 
within the limits of 'photographed theatre'; they failed to discover the true essence 
of the film medium. 

Tagore knew that the writer, in common with the film-maker , thinks in 
images. The writer expresses them in words; the film-maker does so visually. 
Cinema is thus an expansion of the strict diction achieved by poetry and prose 
into a new realism where the desired image (without the mediation of a word
torrent) directly materializes into audiO-visual perception. Tagore's highly developed 
artistic sensibility enabled him to grasp and voice this distinction more than 
fifty years ago-when the art of film-making was still in its infancy. 

Tagore's Impact on Indian Film Music 

Tagore's impact on Indian film music has been equally remarkable. Many 
of our music composers have been influenced by Tagore's compositions. The 
impact was profound on Pankaj Mullick, the veteran music composer and singer 
of New Theatres . Pankaj Mullick was the pioneer who introduced Tagore songs 
in films. His contribution to the propagation of Rabindra Sangeet through film 
and radio is unique. No other composer took such pains to popularise Tagore 
music as he did. 

Pankaj Mullick first introduced the use of an organ and also made 
judicious use of percussion in Tagore songs. His Rabindra Sangeet renderings 
have been a matter of controversy among the traditionalists . Nevertheless his 
songs have added to the beauty and texture of Tagore's music. As mentioned 
earlier. Tagore himself consented to Pankaj Mullick setting to tune the famous 
verse Diner Sheshe, in the Bengali version of P. C. Barua's 'Mukti'. Pran Chahe. 
Jise Meri Yad Na Aaye, Pawan Chafe Jar are some of Tagore melodies immortalised 
by Pankaj Mullick in the music of Hindi films. 

The translation of Tagore songs in Hindi by Pankaj Mullick encouraged 
other mus1c composers to incorporate Tagore music freely in Hindi film songs. 
The only unfortunate element in this borrowing was that. unlike Pankaj Mullick, 
these composers never acknowledged the source. R. C. Bora!, Timir Baran, 
Anupam Ghatak, Anil Biswas, S. D. Burman, R. D. Burman, Hemant Kumar and 
even Naushad have often lifted Tagore melodies and introduced them in their 
Hindi film songs without expressing their indebtedness to Tagore. For the film 
'Kismat' (produced by Bombay Talkies), Anil Biswas composed Aab Teresiva Kaun 
Mera, which was directly prompted by Tagore's song Pra!aya Nachan Nach/e 
Jakhan. The well-known duet (Sine Me Su!agte) sung by Talat Mahmud and 
Lata Mangeshkar in the film 'Tarana' is inspired by Tagore's Chini Lena Amarey. 
Manna Dey's song ,Mere Manki Dhadkan (in 'Hamdard') is based on Tagore's 
Mama Chitte Niti Nnlte . Sohrab Modi's 'Varis' included a duet sung by Talat 
Mahmud and Suraiya (Rahi Matwale) which was influenced by Tagore's song Ore 
Grihavasi. The old-time hit of Naushad Bachpan Ke Din Bhula Na Dena from the 
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film 'Deedar' is based on a song (Churi Hoye Gechhe Raj Koshe) from Tagore 's 
dance-drama 'Shyama '. 

Hemant Kumar is one of our popular exponents of Rabindra Sangeet. His 
composition Man Mera Udata Jaye is wholly patterned on Tagore 's Man Mar 
Megher Sangi. Several of Hemant Kumar's Hindi film songs are similarly based 
on Tagore songs. . 

S. D. Burman has utilised Tagore melodies to the utmost in his compositions . 
These melodies invariably provided the material for many of his popular tunes . For 
example, years ago S. D. Burman had Suraiya sing Naina Diwane in 'Afsar' . The 
melody is copied note-by-note from Tagore's Se Din Doo Jane, which incidentally 
was also sung by Kanan Devi in the Bengali film 'Anirban' . Talat Mahmud's 
famous song in 'Sujata'-Jalte Hai Jiske Liye- is totally a Tagore melody 
(Ekada Tumhi Priye) . More recently S. D. Burman composed a beautiful melody 
for 'Sharmilee' -Meghachhaye Adhi Raat. It is sung by Lata Mangeshkar and is 
more or less inspired by a Tagore song (Laho Laho Tule Laho) . The duet in 
'Abhiman', Tere Mere Milan Ki Yeh Raina. is based on Tagore's composition 
(Jodi Tarey Nai Chini Go Se Ki). Jaye To Jaye Kahan from 'Taxi Driver' also 
bears a closer resemblance to a Tagore song (He Khamker Atithi) . It is difficult to 
cover in this short article all those songs in S. D. Burman 's repertoire which have 
Tagore 's compositions as their musical base. 

In recent years, there is Rajesh Roshan 's Chhuker Mere Manako (in the 
film 'Yarana') which bears the influence of Tagore's Tomar Halo Shuru. 
R. D. Burman's song Chhotisi Ek Kali Thi from the film 'Jurmana' brings to mind 
Tagore's composition (Basante Phul Ganthlo) . 

Thus, right from the days of 'Mukti' to today's 'Yarana', Hindi film music 
has continuously drawn inspiration from Tagore's melodies. While analysing these 
Hindi songs, one factor emerges clearly : Tagore's songs present images which 
are apt to be lost. even perverted, in translation . They are essentially lyrics set to 
enchanting tunes with a distinctness which is their own . His compositions are 
poems with a beautiful cadence and rhyme, compounds of Sanskrit words adding 
a rare charm . The subtle alliteration and rhythm of the Bengali original disappear in 
translation . 

In Tagore 's creations. poem and music are inseparably one . He was a 
Vaggeyakar: he composed the words and the music at the same time. In his songs. 
words are necessary for the smooth unfolding of the hidden beauty and grandeur 
of a melody; while words in the song are symbols, the melody is its life. His songs 
are, therefore, musical as well as lyrical. 

Tagore 's contact with Dhrupad music (at the Brahmo Samaj) , his study of 
the folk music of different regions of the country, his acquaintance with North 
Indian classical music and also the music of the West enriched the melodic content 
of his songs. 

Unfortunately, in Hindi translation, Tagore songs seem to take on a 
different garb. When a literal translation of the words is attempted, they sound 
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ponderous or stilted . When the melody alone assumes undue importance, the 
aroma of the poetry is lost. Pankaj Mullick succeeded, to a large extent, in 
expressing in Hindi both the spirit of the words and the lilt of the melody 
found in the original Bengali composition. However, for most of the Hindi film 
music composers, the rendering of Tagore songs into Hindi still presents a 
temptation and a challenge. 

In Rabindranath Tagore's own words, 

"The language of words belongs to the world of man and the language 
of music to the world of nature. Words convey a distinct concept with a definite 
and limited meaning . But the domain of music has no definite bounds- in fact 
it is impatient of limitations. This is the reason why man has dealings with his 
fellowmen in the language of words, while music provides him with a mode of 
communication with the vaster world of nature. When music is wedded to words, 
it signifies much more than what the words can ever mean by themselves. Its 
range becomes wider and deeper." 
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Some Dance Sculptures from Assam 

Kapila Vatsyayan 

Although a certain amount of work has been accomplished on the 
architectural and sculptural traditions of Assam, there is to date no definitive study 
on the subject which has clearly established a chronology of the evolution of a 
?1stmct Assamese school of architecture and sculpture in its relationship to extant 
md1genous traditions and parallel developments in other parts of India. 

Despite such a limitation and the incomplete and fragmentary nature of 
the evidence and the critical writing on the subject. the regional school is 
significant enough to demand the fuller attention of scholars. Its importance is 
further enhanced by the valuable material found in the excavations of the Ambari 
site carried out in 1969 and 1971 by the Department of Anthropology, University 
of Gauhati, in collaboration with the Central and State Departments of Archaeology. 
Many of these, including stone sculptures and terra-cotta figures, are housed in 
the State Museum at Gauhati, and in the Department of Anthropology, University 
of Gauhati . Alongside are the plaques and terra-cotta figures of the Tamreshvari 
Temple of a "slightly later period . Finally there are the eighteenth century terra
cotta plaques of Jayasagar. Sibsagar District. 

Our concern in this brief paper is to re-evaluate the sculptural figures 
relating to a few motifs of the earlier period (sixth to twelfth centuries) which 
have a relevance for a study of movement patterns. and which shed considerable 
light on the developments in Assam, in relation to other parts of India. In the 
study, Classical Indian Dance in Literature and the Arts, 1 an attempt was made to 
examine the sculptural evidence relating to the dance under three or four 
distinct categories. These were : (i) the shalabhan;ika motif; (ii) the flying vidyadhara 
motif; (iii) the examples of dance movement in scenes relating to processions. 
performances. etc., and individual sculptures of dancers and (iv) the dance 
aspects of deities, normally termed as nrttamurti-s. Unfortunately, at that time. no 
examples from Assam were included, on account of the paucity · of published 
material and because the valuable finds of Ambari and the adjoining areas had 
not then come to light. Nor was it possible to incorporate this evidence in the 
second edition of the book. A second look at the m'aterial from Assam is 
convincing proof of the thesis set out in that work that there appear to be 
certain Pan-Indian movements, which are common to all parts of India, at a given 
period and also that each school has a distinctive regional character, especially 
in the post-eleventh century period . We shall thus deal with a few select examples 
of these motifs from the sculptural remains of Assam, particularly Ambari , and 
would consider this as a necessary supplement to all that has been said on the 
subject in Classical Indian Dance in Literature and the Arts. 

Foremost is the shalabhanjtka motif . which is seen on door jambha-s as 
railing and bracket figures throughout the whole range of Indian sculpture. We 
have held the view that while this motif can be seen as the expression of a 



'fertility cult' and a long-accepted myth of the ashoka-dohada, its formal elements 
are invariably related to the positions and movements termed in the Natyashastra 
and other texts as the chari-s. The Natyashastra speaks of one foot or leg 
movement culminating in certain positions, largely in 'place', called the bhaumi 
chari-s (earthly chari-s) and those that use both feet and legs, and indicate 
elevation from the ground, namely akashiki chari-s(aerial chari-s). The Indian sculptor 
makes frequent and prolific use of the movement patterns from the earliest times, 
even if the sculptural figure serves the purely functional purpose of a bracket 
as in Sanchi. Examples can be found from the Ranigumpha caves of Orissa 
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(circa first century B.C.) right till the seventeenth century in South India . Bharut, 
Mathura (in the early period) and Bhuvaneshwara, Konarak, and Khajuraho (of the 
medieval period) present a fascinating variety of the poses of sculptural figures 
which present the shalabhanjika motif. In Assam, although we do not find many 
examples of the motif in the early period, the medieval sculptures of the Ambari 
and other sites in Gauhati reveal a popular preoccupation with the motif. The 
Ambari and Gauhati examples have thus to be seen in relation to their precursors 
in Gauhati and in relation to contemporary developments in Khajuraho, 
Bhuvaneshwara and the Bengal school. roughly from the tenth to twelfth century 
A.D. 

1A 

The precursors of the Gauhati and Ambari shalabhanjika-s and dvarapal1ka-s 
are the two beautifully-executed figures of Ganga and Jamuna in the ruins of the 
Shiva temple, Dah-Parvatia, Tezpur ( Darrang District) also called Daha Parvatia 
and belonging to the sixth century (lllus. 1, 1A, 1 B). These undoubtedly recall 
to mind the Deogarh gate and the jambha figures of the Gupta period, the 
Besnagar Ganga,2 and the female figures of the Elura caves (lllus. 2) 3 The 
continuity of movement with a marked restraint is characteristic of all these 
figures. The Dah-Parvatia examples tell us of a similarity of approach, where each 
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of the two figures has a samapada of one foot and a slight kunchita of the other 
foot. The knee of the leg. which has the kunchita foot, is slightly bent in all the 
examples. The abhanga is also clear and we find no sharp lines or angles. The 
upper torso is slightly bent without any accentuations and this is very close to 
the Besnagar Ganga. However, there is no tilt of the neck in either the Deogarh 
examples or the Besnagar Ganga, or in the Elura cave jambha figures. A close 
comparison of the examples of the three sites reveals very deep affinities. but 
also certain differences in the manner in which the same pose has been treated. 
What is true of the quality of flowing movement in the body is equally true of 
the drapery and the jewellery. The transparent skirt coming down to the ankles 
is evident in all these examples; so also is the waist girdle, and the economy of 
ornamentation, both of the upper and lower limbs. The coiffure, however, is 
distinctive in each case. Other distinguishing features are the spacing of the 
gana-s and minor figures who invariably accompany the motif. 

But the ninth to eleventh century examples are a far cry from these 
early examples. In three examples from the Gauhati Museum, we find a marked 
change from a flowing curve to definite lines. The earlier flow is replaced by a 
terseness of treatment. which has some features in common with the Bhuvanesh
wara. Khajuraho shalabhan;ika-s and those of Rajasthan but there is also a distinctive 
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regional character in all the examples. They cannot be mistaken for the figures 
of either Bhuvaneshwara or Khajuraho. 

The chauri-bearer from the Majuli Tea Estate, Darrang District, (circa 
tenth century) stands frontally in a clear samapada of both feet. even if the 
feet have been broken now (lllus . 3) . The deflection of the hip to one side and 
the torso to the opposite is clearly and precisely delineated. In none of the earlier 
examples of Assamese sculpture. do we see a do/a· hasta but here there is a 
perfect do/a hasta of one arm and she holds the chauri in a half-mushti by the other. 
The bust is full and rounded and the neck is in anchita. While it would be 
impossible to identify the figure as a standard example of the sha/abhanj1ka, 
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its stylistic features quite obviously make it one amongst the many interpretations 
of the same motif. The facial features of the figure. however, are distinctive 
and so are the ear ornaments . The other dvarapalika (lllus . 4) shows a further 
development of movement. for here she stands in a clear svast1ka chari position, 
with one foot in samapada and the other in kunchita. While she holds the 
khadga in one hand, with the other she holds a darpana. This holding of the 
darpana is quite different from the treatment of this motif in either Bhuvaneshwara 
or Khajuraho. Each single movement of the upper and lower limbs is clearly 
seen in terms of parallel vertical lines instead of curves. The modelling is bold . 
The tiara on .her head is a characteristic feature of many sculptures from Assam 
and we realise that it is this tiara which then crystallises into the crown and 
head-dress of the sculptures of Assam in the Ahom period . We find thus that 
although the thematic content and the principles of movement are similar, the 
treatment is distinctive.Finally there is yet a third example from Gauhati, called 
the Alasva-Kanva. which is a perfect depiction of the sha/abhanjika motif. Here 
while there is a svastlka of the feet. the kunchita foot is replaced by the 
agratalasanchara and the curve of the torso is markedly attenuated . There are 
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many ornaments and we observe a greater sense of movement. While the three 
are in a series, there is a progressive development from a rather rigid samapada 
position to dynamic svasttka movement. Taken together they are a continuation 
of the trends seen in the Ganga and Jamuna figures of Dah-Parvatia but 
also related to contemporary trends of the ninth and tenth century. All these 
are also related to the sculptures found in the Tezpur temple in Darrang 
District.4 

The motif of the vidyadhara or the gandharva has also become known 
to Indian sculpture since the second or first century B.C. and one of the 
earliest examples comes from the Ranigumpha caves of Udaygiri and Khandgiri. 
Gradually it becomes a pervasive motif in not only Indian but all South-east 
Asian sculpture. While not many examples of the motif are found in the sculptural 
remains of Assam, there is an outstanding example of the motif from Gauhati 
(lllus. 5) . Encircled in an oval shape, the vidyadhara is seen in a characteristic 
pose of the vrshchtka kuttila karana, holding a garland . Its treatment is frontal, 
without that twist of the waist so characteristic of the Khajuraho Dulahdeo 
Temple vidyadhara-s . There are, however, many features which link it to the 
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vrshch1ka karana motif seen in the Rajiva Lochana Temple and also in Khajuraho. 5 

Elsewhere we have drawn attention to the characteristic feature of the depiction 
of the flying motif. which to our mind draws its inspiration from the movements 
of this generic group described in the Natyashastra as the vrshchika karana-s. 6 

The one leg infolded, with a marked bend of the knee. and the other free 
in space to extend backward or sideways is known to many schools of Indian 
sculpture. The example from Gauhati also belongs to this family where an 
identical approach is adopted. Again, except for the special headgear, which 
is evident in most Assamese sculpture, the figure is very much a part and 
parcel of the larger group of flying figures found in all parts of India? All these 
(with the solitary exception of two examples from Sanchi) are gandharva-s or 
vidyadhara-s. without a pair of wings and seen in a movement cadence called the 
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vrshchika karana. The example from Gauhati is in the vrshchika kuttila with one 
infolded leg and the other extended with an out-flextion of the calf. In treatment 
it differs from the Aihole figures and the Rajiva Lochana figure,a on. account 
of an almost frontal treatment of the torso. The Khajuraho vtdyadharas is the 
closest mirror image, both for the position of the legs and the treatment of the 
torso. Purely stylistically, the Gauhati vidyadhara lies somewhere between the 
Aihole and the Khajuraho vidyadhara-s. 

Judging from the prevalence of the shalabhan;ika motif and its depiction 
and that of the flying vtdyadhara, it would appear that there was an affinity between 
the sculptural reliefs in Assam in the ninth-tenth century and those in many other 
parts of India. 

Although both these categories are important indicators for recognizing 
the adherence to certain movement patterns of the Natyashastra tradition, the more 
valuable reliefs are those which capture the dance scene per se. Here again we have 
significant evidence from Assam . In the ruins of the Tezpur Town, Darrang District, 
there are a few panels which show a pair of dancers carved within a rectangular 
frame. 10 In each there is a dancer accompanied by a musician, either a drummer 
or a flutist. The dancer in nearly five of these panels is in an identical pose. 
The lower limbs are invariably in an ardhamanda!i, with bent knees and all 
that we have termed as the kshipta position of the legs and knees. In each 
case, one foot is in samapada and the other in kunchita. In short, the position 
of the lower limbs is common .to all the karana-s of the ghumita or the valita 
variety. One arm is raised, with the hand at the level of the head, and the 
other is extended in a lata hasta in front. Since, except for a single example, 
one arm does not cross over to the other side but remains in the centre, 
it cannot be identified-as the kari hasta movement. The differences arise out of a 
variety of ways in which the torso and neck movement is captured by the sculptor. 
The closest parallel. of a similar movement comes from dance figures seen in 
Rajasthan 11 where we find a single dancer enclosed in rectangular areas. They 
are seen in a variety of poses. A few amongst these capture a movement 
reminiscent of that captured by the Assam reliefs . 

Of great significance is a scene of music and dance from the tenth 
century from Gauhati where, inspite of its present multilated condition, one 
can quite clearly observe an attempt at capturing a full music and dance 
sequence dynamically. There are three figures, one of a dancer in the middle, 
the second of a drummer and the third of a seated figure who may well have 
been a vocalist or a director (akin to a nattuvanar) of the performance. Both 
the drummer and the dancer are depicted in an open ardhamanda!t; with a much 
wider space between the feet than the examples quoted above. The proportion 
of the upper and the lower limbs leaves an impression of an elongation, a 
greater sense of flow than those of the dvarapa!tka-s and the shalabhanjika-s 
or the pair each of musician and dancer in the Tezpur panels. Although it is not 
possible to be certain about the nature of the foot-contact, it would appear 
that while one foot is in samapada, the other was possibly in a kunchita. The 
drummer holds a drum of the a/ingya variety and has a slight abhanga. The 
dancer is in a prshthasvasttka, and there is definite turning around the tnka . 
Many examples of this type of movement can be seen in other parts of India, 
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particularly the Sasabahu Temple, Gwalior, and in Kerala . 12 One hand is raised 
high above the head and the other is gracefully extended to its own side in a 
lata hasta. Had this scene been complete, it would have received the same atten
tion as the prshthasvast1ka seen in· a figure from Allahabad. 

The entire composition makes it clear that in Assam, as in other places, 
there was a style of dance which depended for its kinetic vocabulary on the 
ardhamandali, the svast1ka and prshthasvastika and uromandala hasta-s. and the 
lata hasta-s . Both the Tezpur and Gauhati sculptures offer evidence of the fact 
that at least until the tenth century we cannot identify any movement which 
we today associate with either Manipuri or for that matter sattra dancing 
although a kshipta position of the knees is seen in the latter . Nor do we find 
the typical khol or pung. The drums are all smaller. 

Finally, to this period belong the two important finds from Ambari, 
not in stone, but instead in terra-cotta. There is a female torso which without 
doubt was the figure of a dancer, ·even if the lower limbs and the arms are 
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today missing (lllus . 6) . M . K. Dhavlikar mentions this figure in his report on 
the Ambari excavations. 13 He says, "When complete this would have been one of 
the finest figures of its class in the entire range of Indian art . The sensitive 
modelling bears eloquent testimony to the high attainment of the artist. The 
voluptuous breasts and the attenuated waist add to the sensuous curves of the 
body. The figure is probably that of a semi-divine nymph (apsara) . Stylistically, it 
is related to the surasundari-s on the Sun Temple of Konarak (Orissa) . Made 
of extremely fine kaolin, it was fashioned in two parts. the front and the back 
pressed out of two separate moulds and then joined together. The thin-ribbon 
of clay joining the two parts is visible at the sides. On the basis of stratigraphical 
and stylistic evidence. the figure can be dated to circa 8th to 10th century A .D." 

This general description speaks of the aesthetic qualities of "the figure 
and while we may not agree that she is related to the surasundari-s of the Sun 
Temple, Konarak, it is clear that she does manifest a highly evolved tradition of 
sculpture, fully acquainted with the norms of sculpture technique, and using 
these norms with consummate artistic skill. Indeed its significance is enhanced 
by the fact that perhaps it is the only terra-cotta figure in the round which 
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captures movement so perfectly. Its proportions, 18.1 em height and 10.3 em 
width of the breasts and 9.4 em width of a narrow waist, are impressive. While 
examples of free standing sculpture in stone and in bronze are found in other 
parts in India, there are hardly any other examples of terra-cotta figures of 
these proportions in the round which depict the full human figure in a moment 
of dance. Although no definite surmises can be made, it would perhaps not be 
incorrect to speculate that her lower limb position was in an ardhamandali 
and that the arms were in a position akin to that which we have mentioned 
in the reliefs referred to above. 

The other terra-cotta figure reinforces our impression for here is a perfect 
example of the ardhamandali in absolute symmetry (lllus. 7) . The modelling is as 
perfect and the movement is without doubt of a dancer arrested in a dynamic 
moment of movement. Its chiselled quality, its perfect proportion and balance 
make it a figure which is in a class by itself and is an invaluable addition to our 
knowledge of the prevalence of a developed tradition of both sculpture and dance 
in Assam. Its ardhamanda/i is without any deflection of the hip in an abhanga, 
a feature characteristic of the Bhuvaneshwara and Konarak sculptures. In this 
respect, if a comparison must be made, it can be only to the central dancer of 
the famous dance panel from Harshagiri, Rajasthan. 14 As a terra-cotta figure 
depicting the dance it is unique and needs to be better and more widely known. 
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For comparison we can refer here to an example of a tenth-eleventh century 
Shiva dancing figure from Numaligarh where a similar type of movement is 
captured. Although the two media are different stylistically one can seek clear 

10 
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affinities(lllus. 8) . Indeed the latter is also very close to the dancing Tripurari 
Shiva from the Deoparbat Numaligarh figure from Golaghat. 15 Apart from the 
Tripurari Shiva mentioned above, who is seen in an urdhvajanu movement, 
there 1s the Chandrashekhara Shiva dancing on a bull found in the river-bed, 
Uzanbazar. Gauhati. His pose. too. is in urdhvajanu (lllus. 9). 16 A slightly later 
Nataraja from Ambari is also in urdhvajanu (lllus . 10). Other examples from 
Ambari of Vishnu, Surya, Ganga and Jamuna tell us the same story. 

This then brings us to the last category of the dancing gana-s and the 
deities. Here, too, not many examples are to be found, but we have enough 
examples to support the view that. as in the case of the first three groups, 
there was a consanguinity of approach . The principles of movement followed in 
the depiction of a Shiva gana (tenth-eleventh century A .D.) and that of the 
Nrtta Ganapati are similar to what we have noticed in all the other figures. In 
the Shiva gana. a definite asana has been captured, but the Nrtta Ganapati is 
in a powerful dancing movement; in a kshipta of the legs, one foot in samapada, 
and the other in kunchita; the arms, one in uromandala and the other in a clear 
kari hasta (lllus. 11 ). There is also a marked deflection of the hip balanced with 
an extension of the torso in the opposite direction . The terra-cotta dancing 
figure is an example of perfect balance and symmetry in restraint; the dancing 
Ganesha of a powerful movement in exuberance and asymmetry. One diagonal 

11 

relates the movement of the arm and the opposite leg and another is formed by 
the line of the kari hasta and the flowing trunk. The impression of a dynamic 
tension and joyful abundance is created by the intersecting lines of these 
diagonals. all placed within the circumscribed space of the horizontal rectangular 
area . A very different treatment of the theme is seen in the Ganesha dancing 
on the vahana on the walls of the Kamakhya Temple.17 Here he is set in a 
vertical frame, and one can discern the clear movement of the samapada feet 
and the kunchita foot with a do/a hasta. Although the example is not quite as 
chiselled as the famous example from the Bharata Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 1a it 
is a close parallel of the latter. However. the dancing Ganesha from Barpukhurir 
Holeswar, Tezpur. compares favourably with the Varanasi dancing Ganesha_19 
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. We see thus that between the sixth and twelfth century Assam witnessed 
a sustained development ot an architectural and sculptural tradition which had 
many interesting points of contact with parallel movements in other parts of 
India. Also, inspite of these affinities. one observes a distinctive Assamese character 
which begins to make its way from the sculptural reliefs from Daha Parvatia and 
culminates in the regional school of Kamakhya. This conclusion can be reached 
also by examining motifs other than those we have considered here, but since our 
main concern was with the evolution of movement patterns, the few examples 
included here illustrate the Indian phenomenon of an interaction between different 
schools at a given moment of time, as also a gradual evolution of a distinctive 
regional style. 

While one could go on to narrate the history of Assamese sculpture in 
the post-Kamakhya period and the many significant finds. mostly in terra-cotta. 
found in different sites between the seventeenth and eighteenth century, these 
belong to another type of development which has many local variants unconnected 
with what we find in other parts of India. From amongst these. one is particularly 
interesting. This is a dance scene where we find three dancers, all in a svasttka 
pose. The ardhamanda/i has given place to an erect posture with a definite 
elongation of the figures. The central figure possibly has a karkata hasta and 
the other two are seen in an alapadma of one hand. Finally, there is the dancing 
f1gure of an ascetic belonging to the eighteenth century. This figure is unique on 
account of the ritualistic type of dance it depicts. The horizontal lines of the 
torso, suggesting ribs, are in deep contrast to the vertical lines of the upper and 
lower limbs. The trishula and the other implements are quite obviously indicative 
of the ritualistic character of the dance; the knotted coiffure, the tilt of the head 
and the distinctive open position of the lower limbs in an ardhamandali (which 
may have been nearer to the manda!asthana rather than the vaishnavasthana) 
make the figure unique. There is hardly any other stone relief or terra-cotta 
figure which portrays a similar type of ritual dance. More needs to be known 
about this figure from textual or creative literature before any final conclus1ons 
can be drawn from this sculptural relief alone. 

While we have here restricted ourselves to the sculptural evidence and 
have not related it to the inscriptional records and the fund of historical evidence 
in chronicles and creative literature found in Assam relating to the dance, it is 
necessary to point out that such portrayal of dance movement could have been 
possible only if there was in fact a flourishing tradition of the dance at different 
levels of society and these examples could not be based either on the imagination 
of the artist or models found in other parts of India. Although little is known 
about the history of theatre and dance in Assam of the pre-Shankaradeva period, 
there is enough inscriptional record of a flourishing tradition of the devadasi-s 
in the different temples of Assam . Perhaps the earliest reference comes from the 
Tezpur Copper Plate Grant of Vanamala (ninth century A.D.) which speaks of 
a group of women who were dedicated to the temples. There is a clear reference 
here to the offer of the devadasi-s to the temple of Hatakeshvara or Hataka Sulin 
at Tezpur 2 o Scholars like Dr. P. C. Chowdhury and Dr. B. K. Kakati have drawn 
our attention to the use of the word Du!aharigana for women dedicated to the 
temple. 
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Later, several references are found, during the Ahom rule, to the nature 
of land grants and the manner of worship in the Shiva and Vishnu temples. A 
careful perusal of the epigraphical evidence from Assam on which much valuable 
work has been done by Mr. Gait. Dr. Neog and others 21 may yield corroborative 
evidence of these sculptural finds. 

This would then need to be seen in relation to texts like the Hasta
muktavali and the commentaries of the Gita-Govinda22 and the pictorial evidence in 
the Chitra Bhagvata and other texts. 23 Thus far, from a perusal of some of 
this materiaL one can gather information on the nature of the shrines, the 
priesthood and the tradition of the devadas1: But except for the Hastamuktavall: 
no epigraphical record or literary evidence throws light on the technical aspects 
of the dance, such as the pose, bhangi and the various nrtta movements. 
However, this requires further probing and no conclusions can yet be drawn on 
the basis of the published material. Perhaps Assamese scholars will without doubt 
unearth literary evidence which will support the sculptural evidence and thus 
help in reconstructing the history of dance which ultimately culminated in a style 
of dance which we today recognize as the Deodhani tradition on the one hand, and 
the Oja-pa//i and Sattra tradition on the other. This article is an exploratory attempt 
on the basis of a few (but certainly not all) examples of the sculptural finds of 
the earlier period . 

* * 
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16. Ibid. Pl. XIV. ii. Chandrashekhara Shiva dancing on Vehicle (.River bed Uzanbasar, Gauhati) . 
17 . Ibid. Pl. XIII. iii . Ganesha dancing (on the wall of the Kamakhya temple). 
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19. Nath, R. M. op. cit. B. of A. C. Pl. XVII, ii. Dancing Ganesha from Barpukhurir, Holeshvara. Tezpur. 
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Seminar on Nata Music, Manipur State Kala Academy, lmphal, Manipur, May 26-28, 
1981. 

A proposal made by Dr. M. R. Gautam, Vice-Chancellor, Indira Kala Sangit 
Vishvavidyalaya , Khairagarh, was accepted by the Manipur State Ka!a Academy, 
lmphal, which agreed to conduct a three-day seminar on Nata Music: The 350-year 
old Vaishnava Sankirtana Tradition . The proposal emphasized that there were 
considerable influences on Nata Music of the raga-s and tala-s sung in Hindustani 
and Karnatic Music. The secretary of the Academy, Prof. Ch . Manihar Singh, 
accepted the responsibility of organising the seminar which was held from May 
26-28, 1981 at the Gandhi Memorial Hall, lmphal. Musicologists and musicians 
from both the Hindustani and Karnatic systems took part in the seminar. 

The seminar began with the paper South Indian Folk Music by B. V. K. 
Shastri of Mysore . He mentioned two types of music : (i) music sung at home or 
in interiors and (ii) music sung in the open, in theatres or chants . He played 
recordings of 15 types of music of the states of the South (except for Tamilnadu), 
including some of instrumental music, such as the Panchavadyam of Kerala, 
about which there might be a doubt as to whether it is folk instrumental music at 
all . This was followed by an oral presentation by B. Jayantakumar Sharma on 
Traditions of the Folk Music of Manipur. He explained that primitive songs were 
sung with the three notes Sa - Ga - Pa, and then gradually the other notes were 
developed. The entire paper was based on vocal demonstration or music on the 
Pena, a popular bowed instrument of Manipur. 
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The second session started with a lecture on The Raga-s of Karnatic 
Music delivered by Dr. R. Sathyanarayana of Mysore. The lecture was ~ell
presented with recorded tapes of raga-s. He cl.assified the raga-s on the bas1s of 
definition, scale. organic analysis, alap, improv1sat1ons set mto songs, the Janya
Jaf)aka raga-s, Raganga- Bhashanga- Upanga raga-s, Ghana-Naya-Deshya and 
the similarity with folk tunes . The same topic was continued by T. S. Parthasarathy 
of Madras. He dealt with the theoretical and historical aspects of Karnatic raga-s. 
The session concluded with the paper The Raga-Ragini System in Hindustani Music 
by Dr. lndrani Chakravarti of Kurukshetra . She outlined the historical background 
of the Raga-Ragini system, with illustrations of 6 Purusha (male) raga-s of the 
Hanumana-mata still surviving in the oral tradition of Hindustani music, though the 
textual conception of this system was no longer in practice . After the papers, a 
practical demonstration of Nata Sankirtana in raga Mauri was presented by 
Sri Lakhpati Singh and his party . 

On May 27, the morning session began with the paper Gamaka-s of 
Hindustani Music by Dr. M. R. Gautam, who defined gamaka-s with illustrations 
(rendered by Kumari Alapana Munshi) in different raga-s . For example, the seven 
types of Kamala Gandhara used in the seven raga-s : Darbari, Adana, Nayaki , 
Todi. Multani. Bageshri and Mian-Ki-Malhar with oscillations . He described all the 
fifteen gamaka-s defined by Sharangadeva in the context of present day Hindustani 
music. In reply to Dr. Chakravarti's doubts about the use at terminology in respect 
of Ullasita or Ghasit and Plavita or Meend, it was argued that some oscillations 
were used differently in contemporary vocal and instrumental music. The next 
paper Gamaka-s or the Aesthetic Graces Employed in Karnatic Raga-s was pre
sented by Dr. S. Ramanathan . He defined the Dashavidha Gamaka-s of Muttusvami 
Dikshitar along with Subbarama Dikshitar's fifteen gamaka-s , illustrating them with 
examples in vocal music. Dr . R. Sathyanarayana's comments on this presentation 
were: (i) the terminologies of the Hindustani and Karnatic systems should be 
fixed; (ii) gamaka-s should be defined in terms of vocal. instrumental and in terms · 
of both (vocal and instrumental combined) . The session concluded with the paper 
The Concept of Tala in Karnatic Music presented by T. R. Subramaniam of Delhi . 
He emphasized the need for musicians of the Karnatic school to pay more 
attention to shruti-s than to tala -s and for musicians of the Hindustani school 
to gain more control over tala. without depending too heavily on the tabla 
player. Both the sessions were chaired by Shri H. Dwijamani Dev Sharma who 
sought some clarification about the existence of some tala-s (Brahma, Rudra. 
Lakshmi etc .) in vogue in Nata music. Dr. Ramanathan explained that the Brahma 
tala was used in the South only in temple festivals . Dr . Gautam stated that these 
tala-s were still known mainly to mridanga players and also to some of the 
tabla players of the Hindustani school of music. 

The evening session was chaired by Dr . M . R. Gautam . The first paper, 
presented by Sri Ph . Devakishore Sharma, was on The Evolution of Nata Music in 
Manipur. He described the historical background of Nata music and mentioned 
the six raga-s and thirty-si x ragini-s . The peculiarity in Nata music was that it 
followed six Oasa-s (servants) and thirty-si x Oasi-s (maids) with some Uparaga-s. 

·The striking point was that all the raga-s belonged to only the Shuddha (pure) 
svara-s and there were no Vikrita (modified) svara-s . Sri Parthasarathy, 
Dr. Sathyanarayana and Dr. Chakravarti laid stress on the task of tracing the 
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original texts of the _different sc~ools. This wa_s followed by Sri S. Thanil Singh's 
paper on Tala used m Nata Mustc w1th 1llustrat1ons. Dr. Chakravarti observed that 
the Hindustani and Nata Chautal were synonymous, with the same matra, metre 
and divisions. excluding some local boi-s used in Pung . The session concluded with 
Ariba Pala demonstrated by Sri Parijat and his party. · 

The morning session. on May 28. started with the recordings of the 
Gurus on Nata raga-s. Guru lboto Singh performed two raga-s and Sri lbotombi 
Singh tried to delineate all the six raga-s according to the notation . The six 
raga-s were Mallav. Mallar. Sri. Vasant. Hillor (Hindol) and Karnataka (Karnat) 
according to the Panchama-Sara-Samhita of Narada. The delegates and observers 
made a few observations on Nata music in relation to Hindustani and Karnatic 
music. 

According to Dr. Ramanathan. Mallar was almost the same as Bhupali or 
Mohanam excluding the concluding notes Sa-Ri-Ma. Likewise. Sri and Karnataka 
resembled Shankarabharanam or Bilawal and Navaroj (of the Karnatic style) . 
Dr. Sathyanarayana maintained that. in Nata Music, (i) Spiritual content was 
present; (ii) Ghar (Sthayi), Panchama (Antara) and Dirgha (Sanchan) could be 
roughly assimilated with textual svasthana-s ; (iii) Pancham could mean not only 
the Pancham of Shadja but any fifth note of the Graha; (iv) Recording of the 
actual pitch of the notation should be made; (v) the notes of Shankarabharanam 
could be imposed on every raga with some variations of other notes. He felt 
that a systematic investigation was needed. Shri Singhajit Singh proposed that 
Nata music should be allowed to remain as it was and there was no need for 
further study or investigation . Replying to him, Dr. Sathyanarayana and Dr. Gautam 
maintained that one could assimilate unknown musical tunes only through notes. 
The aim of Shastra (theory) was to direct the mind away from the subconscious 
state to the conscious one and every scholar should try to arrive at true knowledge. 

In the concluding session. the consensus was that the seminar had been 
successful in probing the subject in depth. After expressing their gratitude to_ the 
State Kala Academy, the delegates placed on record their observations : (1) In 

regard to the six major raga-s as presented at the seminar. correspondences 
could be traced to Shankarabharanam and Harikambodhi of the Karnatic and 
Bil~wal and Khamaj of the Hindustani systems of music; (ii) a few gamaka-s. tala-s. 
the segmentation of raga structure, the classification of raga-ragini-s were similar 
to the theoretical aspects of and practical use in Indian music. The seminar 
recommended that steps be taken to widen the areas of practice. knowledge and 
~ppreciation of Nata music through adequate dissemination ·and scientific 
Investigation. 

The evening ended with a short cultural programme of vocal and instru
mental recitals by the delegate-artistes. The participants were Dr. lndrani 
Chakravarti (sitar). Kumari Alpana Munshi (Hindustani vocal). Sri T. R. Subramaniam 
(Karnatic vocal). Dr. M. R. Gautam and Dr. S. Ramanathan (Hindustani and 
Karnatic vocal respectively) and Kumari Y. Ranjana Devi ( Manipuri Sankirtana) . 
There was a warm response from the audience to all these items. 

INDRANI CHAKRAVARTI 
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Obituaries 

Palghat Mani lyer, one of the greatest exponents ever of the mridangam, 
died at Cochin on May 30, 1981 . He was seventy. Born in Palghat. son of 
Sesha Bhagavathar, he was initiated into the art of playing the mridangam by 
Vidwan Chathapuram Subba lyer and began accompanying his father at concerts 
when he was only ten years of age. Later he studied with the great mridangam 
Vidwan. Tanjore Vaidyanatha lyer. Even as a young man he made a name for 
himself and he was soon much in demand as an accompanist. He played with masters 
like Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar, Maharajpuram Vishvanatha lyer and, above all, 
with Chembai Vaidyanatha Bhagavathar who encouraged him . 
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Palghat Mani lyer's most significant contribution to Karnatic music is that 
he changed the mridangam player's approach to accompaniment. While in the 
traditional style of accompaniment the mridangam player kept the structure of the 
tala clearly in front of the soloist and elaborated on it primarily within the framework 
of the tala, Mani lyer created a style in which the mridangam player closely 
followed the melodic line, with all its stresses, decorations, gamaka-s, so faithfully 
that he often reminded a soloist of a sangati or sangati-s that he might have 
inadvertently missed. Of course, his touch was magical and his left hand so 
sensitive and controlled that he could play all the notes in the octave on it. Above 
all, he knew the true value and meaning of 'silences'. It was when he accompanied 
Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar that these attributes came out best-the meaning of 
tone and its infinite variety, the eloquence of silences, the nobility and dignity of 
simple and obvious usages, the element of surprise, and, above, all, real and meaning
ful innovation without doing violence to tradition, to sampradaya. 

Palghat Mani lyer was 'the gentle perfect knight' of accompanists. He never 
tried to dominate the soloist, but it was inevitable that quite often the sheer 
artistry of his playing diverted the attention of the audience from the soloist to 
the mridangam accompanist. 

Palghat Mani lyer's refusal, in the last years of his life, to play before a 
microphone stemmed from his genuine conviction that the mike was responsible for 
distorting the natural qualities of the voice and the instruments and also largely 
responsible for the deterioration of the voices both of singers and instruments. 

In 1940 the Maharaja of Travancore made Mani lyer his 'Asthana Vidwan'. 
He was the recipien·t of the Sangeet Natak Akademi's Award in 1956. The Music 
Academy of Madras elected him its President and conferred the title of Sangeeta 
Kala Nidhi on him in 1966. The Tamil lsai Sangam honoured him as 'lsai 
Perarignar' in 1968 and the President of India conferred on him the Padma 
Bhushan in 1971 . He was most reluctant to perform abroad, but played at the 
Commonwealth Arts Festival and the Edinburgh Music Festival, in 1965. He also 
toured the U.S.A. recently. 

In the words of Dr. Narayana Menon : "He is "irreplaceable', and as far as 
the world of music goes, his death is really a great loss. Virtuosity or excellence in 
performance by itself does not make for greatness. Many attributes go into great
ness-character, perception, the ability to apprehend music and a musical situation 
both intuitively and intellectually. Palghat Mani lyer had a generous measure of 
all this. To me personally, listening to him was an experience; knowing him, a 
revelation. And now he has gone. And all we can do is to pray (or sing) in 
Thyagaraja's words : 

Ni nama rupamulaku nitya jaya mangalam 

(To your name and form, may there be mangala for ever.)" 

[ Picture : Courtesy M . Sundaresan] 
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Vazhenkata K unchu Nair (191 0-1981) 

In the death of Vazhenkata Kunchu Nair on February 19, 1981, the world 
of Kathakali has lost not only a celebrated artiste but also a distingui.shed scholar 
and teacher. A pupil of Pattikamthodi Ramunni Menon, Kunchu Na1r dommated 
the Kathakali stage for several decades. His style was marked by prec1s1on and 
economy. He served with distinction as Principal of both the Kerala Kalamandalam 
and the P. S. V. Natya Sangham, two of the prominent Kathakali schools of Kerala . 
He considered his art not just a profession but an instrument of worship and self
fulfilment. He received in his lifetime all the honours that a Kathakali artiste 
could aspire for. He was a recipient of the Padmabhushan Award and also the 
Sangeet Natak Akademi's Award for Kathakali . His death, after a long illness, 
was not altogether unexpected, but it leaves a void that is not easy to fill. 

Mankulam Vishnu Nambudiri ( 1907-1981) 

The renowned Kathakali artiste, Mankulam Vishnu Nambudiri, died in 
Trivandrum on April 19, 1981. He was trained by Keerikkattu Sankara Pillai, 
Kochu Pillai Panickar and Kurichi Kunjan Panickar . He also studied with Keerikkattu 
Velu Pillai and the celebrated artiste, Mathoor Kunju Pillai Panickar. Though 
Mankulam could enact almost all the roles of the Kathakali repertoire, his name 
became synonymous with the Paccha (green-noble) characters . His own favourite 
vesham was that of Sri Krishna . 

Mankulam was honoured by the President of India with the Padmashri 
in 1971. He was the recipient of several other awards, including the title of 
Kalaratna conferred on him by the Travancore Devaswom Board. He founded the 
"Samastha Kerala Kathakali Vidyalaya" at Keerikkattu , a school where he himself 
trained young aspirants in the art of Kathakali . 

N. S. Ramachandran ( 1907-1981) 

Prof. N. S. Ramachandran, the well-known scholar of Karnatic music, 
died in New Delhi on May 8, 1981 . He was Director of several stations of AIR 
and later, Chief Producer, Karnatic Music, AIR . Subsequently he was for five years 
Dean of the Faculty of Music, University of Delh i. His contributions at seminars or 
in academic journals (like the Quarterly Journal) were scholarly and perceptive. 
He wrote musical drama, operas, orchestral compositions and songs in Sanskrit 
which were presented by famous artistes like M. S. Subbulakshmi, M. L. Vasantha 
Kumari and Semmangudi Sreenivasier . His service to Karnatic music was recognised 
by the Sangeet Nataka Sangam of Madras which conferred the honour of 
Kalaimamani on him in 1971 . 

B. C. Deva ( 1921-1981) 

B. C. Deva, the noted musicologist died in Bangalore on May 28, 1981 . 
For his work on the tonal structure of the tanpura he was awarded the Akhil 
Bharatiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandai's first doctorate in musicology (Sangit 
Acharya). He specialized in the psychophysics of Indian music, ethno-musicology 
and the study of musical instruments. He was associated with several learned 
societies and the author of a number of books published in India and abroad. 
He was for many years Assistant Secretary (Music) of the Sangeet Natak Akademi . 
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Bansi Chandragupta ( 1924-1981) 

Bansi Chandragupta, art director for most of Satyajit Ray's films, died in 
New York on June 27, 1981 . His first assignment was as assistant to the art 
director of Jean Renoir's The River. He worked with Satyajit Ray on sixteen films, 
including Pather Panchali ( 1955) for which he worked as full-fledged director for 
the first time. He was subsequently art director for 50 films, among which were 
those made by such well-known directors as Mrinal Sen, Basu Chatterjee. Shyam 
Benegal and Aparna Sen. He also directed documentaries. his Ganga Sagar Me/a 
winning the President's Gold Medal in the Short Film Category. 
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Book Reviews 

THE RASARNAVASUDHAKARA OF SIMHABHUPALA. Critically edited with 
introduction and notes by T. Venkatacharya (Professor of Sanskrit. University 
of Toronto). Published by the Adyar Library and Research Centre, Adyar, Madras, 
1979, pp.CXXXII + 524, Rs. 110.00 (In Sanskrit and English). 

The critical edition of Rasarnavasudhakara (hereafter referred to as RAS) 
will be welcomed by the community of scholars and students interested in 
Sanskrit drama, dramaturgy, poetics, erotics and the performing arts . 

RAS belongs to the group of works devoted exclusively to Rasa, specially 
Shringara . Rudrabhatta's Shringaratilaka, Dhananjaya's Dasharupaka, Bhoja's 
Shringaraprakasha, Sharadatanaya's Bhavaprakasha, Bhanudutta's Rasa-tarangani 
and Rasa-manjari, though different in their expanse, belong to one group in 
the sense that they give supreme importance to Rasa in Kavya (Shravya and/ 
or Drishya) . They have been grouped as 'later writers on Rasa' by S. K. De. 
RAS has been hailed by M. Krishnamachari as a work that presents "a vivid 
and elaborate treatment of the canons of dramaturgy inclusive of the governing 
Rasa-s and probably the most comprehensive work on the subject so far available; 
its importanc:e is enhanced in literary history by the several works and authors 
quoted in it, and so far it forms a landmark for historical research." S. K. De, 
on the other hand, has a general remark for the works of the above group. 
He states that none of them "adds anything new or original to a subject already 
thrashed out to its utmost." The present critical edition supplies all the necessary 
material for a close examination of these divergent viewpoints and for a balanced 
evaluation of RAS. The editor has refrained from giving his own evaluation to 
avoid creating a bias among readers. 

The critical apparatus, that is the manuscripts and printed editions used 
for the present edition, have been described meticulously. The identity of the 
author Simhabhupala or Singabhupala in the Recarla clan has been established 
conclusively in the introduction . As far as the content of the treatise is concerned, 
the editor has discussed the following topics: ( 1) The five arthopakshepaka-s ; 
(2) The sandhiniyama and kramaniyama of the sandhyanga-s; (3) The type of 
prahasana to which the Bhagavadajjuka belongs; (4) Rudrata mentioned in the 
RAS: (5) Whether Bahurupamishra is later than Simhabhupala; (6) The meaning 
of the word vasaka in Vasakasa}j/ka; and (7) Rangaprasadana or Rangaprasadhara. 

All these topics (except No. 5) pertain to dramaturgy,, mostly 
Dasharupakavidhana. The reason for singling out these topics for special discussion 
has not been indicated by the editor. Perhaps he did not want to repeat the 
discussions of scholars like the late Dr. V. Raghavan (Studies in Shringaraprakasha 
pp. 717-719). Nevertheless, all the discussions in the introduction are enlightening . 
and penetrating . Regarding the author's indebtedness to previous authors, the 
editor has supplied valuable material in the footnotes to the text, wherein the 
parallel treatment of the concepts referred to has been analysed in great detail. 
The works of Bharata, Abhinavagupta, Bhoja, Dhananjaya and his commentator 
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Dhanika, Sharadatanaya and several other authors have been compared with 
RAS at relevant points with great pains and critical acumen. A serious student 
of the subject will benefit immensely from these notes and can easily reconstruct 
the place of RAS in the literature on dramaturgy and erotics. 

The absence of a notice, in the introduction, of the Sudhakara commentary 
on the Sangita Ratnakara by Simhabhupala strikes the reader, but the notice 
of this work in the footnotes makes up for this apparent lapse. 

RAS has been out of print since long and the reprints that were attempted 
were not critical editions. The present edition, which is 'critical' in the real 
sense of the term, will serve the purpose of serious studies in Sanskrit literature 
both in its lakshana and lakshya. Although RAS is a text of lakshana, the 
discussion of /akshya texts that it embodies makes it a valuable document of 
applied criticism. In this respect a close comparison with Dhanika (author of the 
Avaloka commentary on Dasharupaka) will be rewarding . The editor has supplied 
all the necessary tools for such a comparison. 

As regards the influence of RAS on later authors, the editor has compiled 
a list of texts wherein RAS has been cited. One could add here the name of 
the Nataka-chandrika of Rupa Gosvamin . In an introductory verse of this work, 
Rupa Gosvamin has mentioned RAS as one of the texts on which he draws 
heavily. 

The editor deserves to be commended for the thoroughness which has 
resulted in this excellent edition. 

PREM LATA SHARMA 

A GUIDE TO KATHAKALI by David Bolland, National Book Trust. India, New 
Delhi, 1980, Rs . 30.00 (In English). 

The author, in his Foreword, claims that this work is written by a layman 
for laymen. "It is an attempt to explain in simple language what Kathakali is 
all about. Above all it is intended to help anyone who is not conversant with 
the art. or who knows little about Hindu mythology, to enjoy a performance 
which is very difficult to follow unless one has some understanding of what 
is happening on the stage." 

To this extent. the claim of the author is justified and the book is 
really useful. It is useful not only to non-Malayali readers but also to the 
sophisticated among modern Malayali audiences who consider it a privilege to 
enlist themselves as members of a Kathakali Club, but know nothing about this 
classical performing art! . 

The book contains three parts. Part One (Kathakali in a Nutshell) includes 
a short history of the art, the training, the characters, the make-up, the costume, 
the stage, the musicians, the actors and the performance. Stories of thirty-six 
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plays are narrated in brief in Part Two. Part Three contains miscellaneous 
information : a list of characters grouped under different types of make-up; 
Kathakali characters and the plays in which they appear; a list of authors with 
the dates of composition of their plays; an alphabetical index to plays; and a 
glossary of technical words. A few plates, in colour and black and white, are 
published at the end of the book. 

The main drawback of this guide is that it is criminally silent on a vital 
aspect of the art of Kathakali. Though Kathakali is a conglomeration of a 
variety of fine arts and useful arts, its most prominent feature, one that attracts 
the audience, is the language of gesture it employs in rendering ideas. In fact, 
one cannot think of Kathakali without associating it with the language of hand
gesture, let alone other aspects like facial expression and complex foot-work 
which enhance the expressiveness of the play's action . The utility of this book 
would have increased twofold if the writer had included a short note on hand
gestures, along with pictures or diagrams illustrating them . 

S. K. NAYAR 

CINEMA VISION , The Indian Journal of Cinematic Art, Vol. I, No. 3, July 1980, 
Bombay. Annual Subscription : Rs. 65 .00 (Inland); $16.00 (Abroad) . (In English) . 

After dealing first with the silent era 'and then with the advent of the talkies, 
Cinema Vision India now turns its attention to 'new cinema' in India. The thematic 
presentation makes the issue as valuable as a book to be preserved . As in the 
previous issues it remains, so far , way ahead of other serious film magazines 
in India in the systematic collection of informative articles on the theme to which 
an issue is devoted . In the present issue, there are reports on the new cinema 
in as many as eight states, perhaps the most fascinating among them being the 
story of Tamilnadu-the latest to join the club. Besides, the Film Finance Corporation 
(now The National Film Development Corporation), the film society movement, 
the national film policy as framed by the Karanth committee, the 16 mm 
infrastructure, the Heggodu experiment (of showing classic national and inter
national films to villagers) are discussed. Anyone who reads the issue from 
cover to cover will doubtless form some idea of what is going on in the 
field of new cinema . 

There is no dewy-eyed idealism here; virtually all the reporting and 
discussions are pretty cold-blooded and clear-eyed if not cynical. There is, in 
fact, an undertone of disparagement; to the writers, there is no new cinema 
worth the name, no useful film society movement, no film policy, nor, with rare 
exceptions, any honest talent among new film makers. Shyam Benegal is criticised 
because he has surrendered to the box office, others because they cannot 
communicate with a mass audience. The government has not done anything 
worthwhile either, because distribution and exhibition problems remain unsolved . 
State government subsidies have often been misused; film societies are too few 
and are not interested in Indian cinema. 
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Satyajit Ray, writing on The New Cinema and I', says little about new cinema 
and a lot about his own experiences. Admittedly, the story of his experience is 
interesting but it throws little light on new cinema and tells us still less about what 
he thinks of it. Iqbal Masud, as usual, offers some insights on particular issues in 
a readable style, but celebrates a sort of critical ad hocism, reacting sharply to any 
suggestion of unifying strands, not to speak of a 'thesis', which, to him, is anathema. 

Such divine discontent could have instilled in us some hope for the future, 
were it not for the fact that there is a somewhat persistent sketchiness about 
the way the issues are framed and the facts put together. The result is a kind 
of superior newsletter with bits and pieces of comment thrown in such as some 
film societies and their federation are liable to do with less regularity or compre
hensiveness, with poor presentation and still poorer proof-reading. However, even 
such magazines at times run good analytical articles which Cinema Vision India has 
so far tended to lack in. Despite all that Sanjit Narwekar has to say about film 
societies (he would throw away the baby with the bathwater), the Asansol Film 
Study Centre did raise the money, by selling coupons, to publish Amitabha 
Chatterjee's book on Ray (which won the book award this year) . Many of the 
essays in the book have been published before in film society magazines in 
Bengali . Cinema Vision India's claim to be 'India's First Professional Cinema 
Quarterly' is thus not fully realised as yet as far as its contents are concerned . 
One hopes that it will, with the valuable work so far done, develop greater depth 
~nd .commitment in its approach in future. Perhaps, by the time Volume II unfolds, 
1t Will become the outstanding magazine it deserves to be. 

CHIDANANDA DAS GUPTA 

.INDIAN MUSIC IN PERFORMANCE by Neil Sorrell and Ram Narayan. A practical 
Introduction with accompanying cassette recording by Ram Narayan. Foreword by 
Yehudi Menuhin . Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1980, 190 pages, 14 
illustrations, 85 musical examples in western staff notation, £14.95 (In English) . 

To write about music, to introduce music in words is a general problem 
and more so, if Indian music is to be explained to western listeners. The problems 
are not merely those of terminology. There is also the gap between theory and 
practice. Indian music reveals its true essence only in the creative performance of 
individual artistes. Furthermore, great musicians are often, quite understandably, 
reluctant, and even unable, to verbalize at length about music. particularly in 
terms of the viewpoint of a listener. Hence, a western listener, in his search .tor 
deeper and wider knowledge, will find himself abandoned between treatises, ~a1nly 
theoretical in nature, and creative performances which go beyond the capac1ty of 
comprehensible verbal explanations. 

The book under review seems the first to have found answers to tackle this 
problem. No doubt, the cordial co-operation of the two authors is the firm foundation 
of the book. Ram Narayan-undoubtedly the leading sarangi player of our times 
and one of the greatest and most sincere representatives of Indian music with the 
widest international acclaim-contributes his art in an excellent choice of musical 
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examples. These are recorded on a cassett_e sta~ing with simpl~ exercises and 
developing into a complete performance. H1s mus1c as well as h1s comments on 
each fundamental detail form the actual and most valuable substance of the book. 

The second and equally important characteristic is the manner in which Neil 
Sorrell has introduced, explained and systematised the musical examples, in addition 
to transcribing them into western staff notation. It needed. in fact. the experience 
and knowledge of someone familiar with both worlds of music, Indian and western, 
and Neil Sorrell belongs to that rare category. He is Lecturer in Music at the 
University of York and has also studied the sarangi under Pandit Ram Narayan for 
a number of years. The vast initial research and preparation by this scholar has 
resulted in a profoundly written and brilliantly organized survey of the actual 
performance of Indian music-crystal clear in definition and systematic in order. 
It forms a most impressive and striking 'package' of invaluable information. perfectly 
comprehensible to any devoted listener of western music or student of Indian 
music. 

This leads to the third important aspect of the book-the approach to the 
subject. The book aims at bridging the gulf between theory and practice, in 
other words "to get to know what actually happens." How does an Indian 
musician conceive of his art, how does he practise and prepare for a performance? 
How much of a recital is improvised? How does a musician derive palta-s from 
the scale of a raga, and how does he ultimately apply such palta-s to the per
formance of a raga? What intricate details and subtleties occur in the interplay 
between raga and tala during a performance? And finally, what are the underlying 
priorities which motivate the musician? 

The author discloses the answers through a systematic presentation of the 
important components of a performance, arranged in sequential chapters. that 
grow, one out of the other. It was certainly necessary to restrict the subject to 
North Indian classical music alone. We may also safely say that the author wisely 
based this introduction on the art of a specific leading master rather than on a 
collection of various views from different sources and traditions. The latter method 
would have inevitably lead to generalisations of a more abstract nature. The true 
picture of Indian music can only be revealed when it is projected through the 
art of an individual musician. 

ConseqlJently, the author devotes the first chapter to Ram Narayan. 
describing the various stages of his life and career. One should, of course, not 
expect. in this context. a biography of the usual kind. The author focuses 
emphatic~lly and extensively on all the personalities and events that were significant 
to the art1st1c development of Ram Narayan's music. It is precisely this concentration 
on the very details of his musical life that makes the chapter another invaluable 
source. 

The next chapter gives a precise informative survey of the important 
instruments of North Indian music and leads straight into the sequence of the 
last four chapters, which commence with a discussion ·on the methods of practice. 
Here the first music exercises played by Ram Narayan are given both in staff 
notation and as a cassette-recording. The succeeding chapters introduce the subtle
ties of raga-s and tala-s. The accompanying musical examples, both in staff 
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notation and on cassette, systematically show how the musical elements are 
gradually shaped and moulded into a performance. 

The concluding chapter presents a complete performance of Shri raga, the 
whole of Side Two of the cassette. The performance is set down in staff notation 
which runs over 15 pages. The listener is thus given the unique opportunity of 
also following a raga visually, to the minutest detail. 

The authors Neil Sorrell and Ram Narayan cannot be sufficiently com
mended for the enormous effort they have invested in their attempt to afford the 
listener 'an inside view' of the actual creative process in Indian music. To date, 
no other book on this subject has revealed this with such clarity. They have done 
a great service to the international world of music, and there is no doubt that 
"Indian Music in Performance" will be an invaluable and indispensable source-book 
to western-trained music lovers and students in India and abroad. 

JOACHIM BUEHLER 

TRADITIONAL INDIAN THEATRE: MULTIPLE STREAMS by Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, 
National Book Trust New Delhi, 1980, Rs. 32.00 (In English) . 

With her Classical Indian Dance in Literature and the Arts, Dr. Kapila 
Vatsyayan laid a· strong foundation of methodological studies in the performing arts 
in general and dance in particular. The work traced the history of Indian per
forming arts in their framework of interrelationship to the second century A.D. as 
seen in the context of the unity provided by the Sanskrit language. Dr. Vatsyayan 
then sought to present a contemporary spatial picture of the living traditions at 
the tribal and rural level in her second work Traditions of Indian Folk Dance. 

The work under review tries to bridge the gap of a thousand-year time 
span from the tenth century A.D. to the nineteenth century A.D. , covering the large 
grey area during which innumerable theatre forms and genres existed and devel
oped. They are to be seen even today in a staggering multiplicity of styles. 

Dr. Vatsyayan has, in a logical and a rational manner, used the. term 
'theatre' in its totality (rather than as just dance and music) as the true mdlcqtor 
of this period. The growth of the regional languages during this_ perio_d and the oral 
traditions are taken into account within a framework of relat1onsh1p rather than 
dissociation. The in-depth study of the various forms, genres and styles _(?f the 
theatre) draws our attenti0n to the continuation of the Natyashastra trad1t1on as 
seen in the multiple flowering of forms. Dr. Vatsyayan is extremely well-equipped_ to 
undertake this task as she has an intimate knowledge of several languages and a live 
contact (spanning over four decades) with the performing arts . Her _sharp and 
perceptive observations on the presentation of these forms, and her log1cal deduc
tions shed valuable light on certain areas of study (through interconnections), 
thus providing a broad framework and a meaningful approach . 

Dr. Vatsyayan succeeds in presenting a close-up view of certain forms as 
a model and follows a similar exercise for the study of the other forms to 
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illustrate her thesis. For instance, the in-depth study of Kutiyattam provides an 
excellent example of her methodology. She draws attention to the regional schools 
of poetry, drama, dance and music which affected the growth of Kutiyattam . Her 
observations are then supplemented by references to the politicaL soc1aL 
and cultural background, especially as it affected and continues to condition 
artistic tradition and performance. She takes into account the rigid caste structure 
of society and the inbuilt channels of mobility and change within the seemingly 
hierarchial and insulated groupings. One notices the contribution of other forms 
like Chakyarkoothu, the advent of the Gita Govinda in Kerala and its influence, 
other Sanskrit and Sanskritic theatrical traditions, the continuum of the Natyashastra 
tr:adition , the performances in the Kuttambalam, the natyadharmi approach , the 
word and movement relationship, the ang1kabhinaya, the vachikabhinaya and the 
role of the vidushaka. Moving on multiple planes, the discussion includes the 
dimensions of eternity and, at the same time, a preoccupation with Time, here 
and now-in a word with contemporaneity. The amalgam noticed in the use of the 
languages ranges 'from Sanskrit to Manipravala to colloquial Malayalam. The 
Kutiyattam manuals, like many dance texts and commentaries found in Kerala, 
elaborate and develop the tradition of the theatre. 

In her introduction, Dr. Vatsyayan postulates some basic hypothesis which 
any serious student of theatre could utilise in future for micro studies of indi
vidual forms. Dr. Vatsyayan maintains that there are many and not one tradition of 
the performing arts in this vast geographical area. All are characterised by an 
amazing multiplicity of genres, forms, styles, and techniques. Even the contemporary 
scene belies all classification in terms of the clearly defined categories of western 
performing arts into classical and folk; sophisticated, self-conscious, individual 
artistic creation and collective participative activity; and spoken drama based on 
word, musical note or gestures or movements. Nor can they be classified into 
the neat categories of opera, operetta, the symphony or the chamber orchestra. 
What appears most vital is the absence of the insulation of different categories in 
Indian traditions. 

In spite of the complexities and an apparently eternal timelessness, 
Dr. Vatsyayan demonstrates, with examples and by building meaningful interconnec
tions, that each of these traditions (as prevalent in different regions of the sub
continent and at different levels of society) can at best be. identified both in 
terms of the evolution of artistic form and style in time and its socio-cultural 
milieu in space. This is best seen in the layers of different moments of time in a 
seemingly contemporary form, establishing a characteristic cultural pattern within 
which the traditions of the performing arts flourished . Dr. Vatsyayan also under
takes a comparative study (with a view to illustrate the phenomenon of unity and 
diversity, abstraction and concretisation , interconnections of regions and inter
dependence of forms within a region) rather than a descriptive and analytical 
study of each form. She has attempted to show the links with the tribal and 
ritual practices (for instance, in the Chhau forms) ; the elements of the continuum 
of Sanskrit drama ; and the movement of one form from one region to another . 
In some cases, groupings are attempted by virtue of geophysical proximity and 
literary tradition . Sometimes it is the survival of a historical movement like the 
Bhakti movement (which continues in some parts of India and not in others) as 
seen in the typical examples of the Rasa/i/a-s of Vrindavan and Manipur. 
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The content of these forms, Dr. Vatsyayan observes, is capable of 
adaptation to a local situation and temporality (here and now). While the theme 
may be concerned with eternity at one level, it invariably has a local colour and 
contemporary validity. The two levels are part of the dramatic structure, whether 
it be a ballad form, or the puppet or the street theatre or for that matter the 
more rigorously structured forms like the Kutiyattam, the Kuchipudi dance-drama 
(Bhama Kalapam) or the Yakshagana: The purposive denial of the unities of time 
and space is well brought out. Dr. Vatsyayan refers to the other approaches of 
studying the theatre. For instance, treating the forms in their regional distribution 
and taking the forms of each region separately and presenting them in the 
chronological order of their .origin and -evolution. Secondly, regrouping them in 
terms of their stylistic .and formal features, which cut across regional boundaries, 
and treating them together. However she does not follow the first approach 
because some work has already been done on a regional basis. She has wisely 
avoided the second approach for two reasons: it would be hazardous to do so 
unless the chronology and history are firmly established and it cannot serve any 
useful purpose unless the primary source is analysed. Also, it can be undertaken 
meaningfully only through teamwork. Therefore the broad approach she has 
employed is most welcome since it clearly shows the process of eternity and 
contemporaneity, continuity and change, unity and multiplicity, interdependence 
and autonomy, so typical of the Indian cultural phenomenon . 

. It often happens that after submitting the final draft to the publish~rs t~e 
wnter happens to see some rare performances which compel him to rev1se h1s 
observations. Dr. Vatsyayan has referred to the electrifying performances of 
Bhavai at Morvi (a little before the floods) which she aptly describes as a vibrant 
tradition with a fantastic range and polyvalence of content language,. stage 
techniques and musical modes. She modifies her earlier observation that 1t was 
'a languishing albeit crude survival of a five hundred year old theatrical form.' 

The present study is further enriched by tables and charts which give 
the r.eader an idea of the various elements discussed and their presence In the 
theatre forms . The two appendices at the end of the book and the select biblio
graphy will help scholars who intend to undertake micro studies. 

More than forty monochrome and nine colour plates give the reader a 
glimpse into the salient features of the theatre . The sketches and diagrams contribute 
towards an understanding of the intricacies of a form and offer an approximate 
idea of the stage arena. 

With the sustained excellence of her writings on various aspects of the 
performing arts, Dr. Vatsyayan has given us one more volume which illumines the 
period proverbially referred to as the Dark Ages of the performing arts. The 
book is a necessary reference work for any serious scholar and student of the 
theatre. 

SUNIL KOTHARI 
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SAJAN PIYA, a biography of Ustad Khadim Husain Khan by N. Jayavanth Rao, 
Sajan Milap, Bombay, 1981 , Rs. 20.00 (In English). 

One would hardly have expected the smiling and friendly music lover, 
N. Jayavanth Rao, to be a capable author as well. Sajan Piya, a biography of 
Ustad Khadim Husain Khan, is a very readable, enjoyable and educative book. 
Written in a lucid and easy style, the book traces the origin of the gharana 
system as a whole, with reference to the Agra gharana in particular. 

. Sentiment is a great driving force and N. Jayavanth Rao, in his book, takes 
us on .a pleasant and sentimental journey, traversing the history and origin of the 
Agra (Atrauli) gharana. The first two chapters outline in a chronological order how 
the fusion of the three gharana-s, Agra, Gwalior and Atrauli. occurred, resulting in 
the presentday style. Subsequent chapters deal with Ustad Khadim Husain Khan 
in his capacity as student, teacher and composer. The author reveals the qualities 
of Ustad Khadim Husain Khan and expresses his deep respect for the Ustad 
and his contribution to Indian classical music. The sincerity with which Ustad 
Khadim Husain Khan teaches his students is indeed praiseworthy. It is not un
common to find students desperate and disappointed when Ustads fail to impart 
knowledge. Apart from the sincerity of purpose. there is the ability to teach-an 
added quality which many teachers lack. We learn from this book that Ustad 
Khadim Husain Khan is a master in the technique of teaching. His punctuality 
and simplicity are, of course, well-known and the author brings out these virtues 
very vividly in the book. 

The history of Indian music has many unexplained and unravelled gaps 
where precise information is absent and, therefore. some of the categorical 
statements made in the book are open to question. The author's friendly pen 
might be viewed as 'unfriendly' by the followers of other gharana-s . It is risky to 
use superlatives in describing the exponents of a particular gharana: "Ghagge 
Khudabaksh .. . came to be accepted as the most suree/ voice of his generation and 
century " (p . 19); "Natthan Khan was known to be the most outstanding per
former of his time" (p. 23); "He (Faiyaz Khan) reigned supreme in the field of 
classical music for well over a quarter of a century" (p. 25). 

It was interesting to discuss the area of the compositions of Ustad Khadim 
Husain Khan with some serious students of music. A few of them felt that the 
book would have been more valuable had some of the compositions of Ustad Khadim 
Husain Khan been printed in it with text and notation . Since Ustads usually 
prefer to impart knowledge only to deserving (supatra) students, this suggestion 
could be a matter of opinion . 

The author feels depressed as he observes the prevailing scene in the 
world of Indian classical music and its "disturbing" trends. One cannot help 
feeling that his gloomy forecasts tend to overlook the twin elements of sensitivity 
and imagination which have, without doubt, enriched the improvisational character 
of our music. As in all evolutionary processes, during stages of development and 
periods of transition. traditionalists are always somewhat aggrieved and nurture 
misgivings about the future. Patronage has today shifted from the classes to the 
masses and it is undoubtedly true that new trends in Indian classical music 
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require to be carefully monitored by great and responsible musicians. But having 
accepted that. we must concede that evolutionary processes will continue to move 
on, towards their natural and succeeding steps. Since we are on the subject one 
wonders what Ustad Khadim Husain Khan himself feels about the contemporary 
music scene. How does he visualise the future? The book projects the views held 
by the author (at this stage) rather than those of Ustad Khadim Husain Khan . 

It is believed that sentiment sometimes colours the vision and one, there
fore, appreciates why the author has not found any shortcomings in the Agra 
gharana. His unswerving devotion and respect for the gharana is naturally res
ponsible for some of his biased assessments. How otherwise can one explain his 
remarks that Agra is the only complete gayaki (comparable to VIBGYOR) while all 
the other gharana-s represent only one colour or shade of the rainbow? (p. 29) . 

In any case, one has to remember that N. Jayavanth Rao's sole purpose in 
writing this book is not to create any controversy or denigrate other gharana-s, 
but to delineate various aspects of the Agra gharana in a systematic and logical 
manner. 

I, for one, was delighted to read this book and 1 am sure that music lovers 
will agree with me that the genuine and sincere efforts of the author need to be 
commended . One can only wish and hope that more such books will be written 
by young, educated, and musically initiated persons (like N. Jayavanth Rao) on 
different aspects of Indian music. 

ARVIND PARIKH 

GUJAR GAYA VAH JAMANA. An anthology of autobiographical insights and con
temporary assessments on Pankaj Mullick, compiled and edited by Ajit Sheth. 
Published by the Pankaj Mullick Music Foundation of Sangeet Bhavan Trust 
Bombay, 1981, Rs. 20.00 (In Gujaratt). 

This publication (released on Pankaj Mullick's third death anniversary) 
comprises of sixteen well-presented chapters of his autobiographical narration 
rendered into Gujarati from the original Bengali writings (Ganer Surer Asankhani 
and Ganer Zarna Talay). It is preceded by an informative preface Tame Shun Keval 
Chhabi? (after Tagore's song Tumi Ki Kebali Chhabt) by the compile~-editor. It 
also contains photographs of Pankaj Mullick, and tributes to h1m a.nd r~mm1scences . 
by eminent personalities. The publication includes an exhaustive l1st of Pankaj 
Mullick's recorded Bengali film-songs; the compositions of well-kno~~ writers 
(including Rabindranath Tagore) sung by him since 1930; recorded ~1nd1 film-songs 
and non-film-songs; Sanskrit compositions; a list of films of wh1ch he was the 
music director and books written by him. 

In the words of Satyajit Ray : "Pankaj Mullick earned legendary fame and 
popularity as a singer and teacher of Rabindra Sangeet. He devoted his whole life 
to this cause using the media of the film, the radio and the gramophone and 
succeeded in endearing himself to music-loving Indians all over the country." 
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Pankaj Mullick himself declared. "Rabindra Sangeet is my life. Therein lies my 
redemption." The book amplifies and illustrates in detail Satyajit Ray's statement. 
and also sheds light on Indian Cinema right from the days of the silent era to 
the stage of the talkies. with its background music and playback singing . 

The autobiographical chapters reveal the dignified manner in which Pankaj 
Mullick lived up to his convictions in the face of incredible difficulties. The close 
ties that bound Ajit and Nirupama Sheth to Pankaj Mullick have made it possible 
for the author to touch on aspects of his personality not covered by the auto
biographical section. Among these are Pankaj Mullick's pioneering activities in 
the field of background interlink music; his successful plea for the singer's right 
to royalties on his record; the influence of western music on his songs etc. 
Certain significant facts referred to in the book are worth mentioning: Pankaj 
Mullick's deeply devotional temperament inherited from his family; the episode of 
the gift of harmonium from a relative; the singing of a Tagore song on a rainy 
day that ultimately carried him to All India Radio (in 1927) ; his initiation into the 
Tappa style; his training in classical music with Durga Pada Babu; his apprenticeship 
in Rabindra Sangeet with Dinendra Nath who insisted on a thorough under
standing of the poetry of a song . 

Pankaj Mullick used to broadcast Rabindra Sangeet and other compositions 
and also gave weekly lessons in music on AIR. These included Tagore songs. 
devotional. patriotic and folk music (of Bengal). the songs of devotion (in Hindi) of 
Surdas, Nanak. and Mira and Sanskrit hymns and prayers such as Mahishasura 
Mardini. His abilities as an excellent music teacher have been gratefully acknow
ledged by accomplished singers like K. L. Saigal. Kanan Devi. Asit Baran, and K. C. Dey. 

The book also records that memorable occasion when Pankaj Mullick met 
Gurudev Tag ore and received his personal blessings to propagate Rabindra Sangeet. 

The history of Pankaj Mullick's long and dedicated association with the 
New Theatres. Calcutta, is in a way the golden period of his life. He worked 
there devotedly with veteran screen personalities like Nitin Bose. R. C. Bora!. 
P. C. Barua. K. L. Saigal .. K. C. Dey and many others. The tale of his un
flinching loyalty to New Theatres in spite of financial temptations and some 
humiliating experiences is quite exemplary. 

After Independence. he was closely associated with the late Dr. B. C. Roy. 
For fourteen years ( 1953-67). he planned and successfully presented Folk Enter
tainment Programmes some of which (like Gangavataran) impressed Pandit Nehru 
very deeply. 

The book is enriched by authentic quotations from the writings of some of 
Pankaj Mullick's eminent contemporaries like Kanan Devi. H. K. Bose. P. C. 
Mahalanobis to name a few. Every chapter of the book begins with a key-song 
sung by him. The original songs, reproduced in the Bengali language and in the 
Gujarati script. are followed by Gujarati translations which contribute to an under
sta nding or their poetic merit. The reader is thus offered a vivid account of the 
sadhana of years which resulted in these wonderful melodies that cast their spell 
on listeners. 
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The publication was released at the Tata Theatre and the impressive audio
visual presentation which accompanied it and the recital of some of his more popular 
songs (in which an appreciative audience joined spontaneously) was a fitting 
tribute to Pankaj Mullick. · 

Ajit Sheth deserves to be commended for this labour of love which 
provides Gujarati readers glimpses into the life of a well-loved personality. A 
Hindi rendering of the book is planned and it is hoped that the Foundation will 
embark on this undertaking to enable the contents of this excellent publication to 
reach even wider audiences. 

PINAKIN TRIVEDI 
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